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“Role of Education in Shaping Ambedkar’s Vision”
(Context of vulnerable communities in the country)
-:By:-*Dr.Jaishree S. Mehta,Sr.Assistant Professor,(Home Science)
**Sh.Ushaben M.Patel, Associate Professor,(Home Science), M.D. College, Gujarat Vidhyapith Randheja

Abstract:
In this paper an attempt is made to understand the educational project of Ambedkar in order
to liberate the vulnerable communities in the country. Ambedkar had developed an almost
doctrinal belief in the efficacious and transformatory character of education and held that
education must be available to all, irrespective of caste or status. ‗Education is something
which ought to be brought within the reach of everyone‘.Ambedkar‘s life and mission itself is
a case history of how education can shape a leader and the destiny of the depressed classes,
whom he represented. In this context it is important to highlight the contributions made by
Ambedkar in the education sector, his vision and the relevance of his educational philosophy
in the present scenario.
Key Words: Education, Vulnerable Communities, Depressed Classes, Development,
Untouchability, Ambedkar.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Introduction:
‗It is the education which is the right weapon to cut the social slavery and it is the education
which will enlighten the downtrodden masses to come up and gain social status, economic
betterment and political freedom‘, are the views of Ambedkar. B.R. Ambedkar, as is well
known, the Chairman of the Drafting Committee of the Constitution of India, devoted most of
his intellectual, social and political efforts to give expression to his belief in the ideal,
―Sarvenah Bhavantu Sukhinah Sarve Santu Niramayah‖ i.e. the good and prosperity of all
and struggled throughout his life for securing the rightful place for the discriminated,
deprived and downtrodden s of our society. Though several efforts were made by Ambedkar
to establish an equalitarian society in India and had been discussed widely by different
scholars yet few studies are available to project him as a great educationist. Ambedkar made
an attempt to achieve this objective through his educational project also and discussed at
length in this paper.
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Role of Education in Shaping Ambedkar’s Vision
Ambedkar was born on April 14, 1891, at Mhow in Madhya Pradesh. His parents belonged to
the Mahar community, which at that time was considered ‗untouchable‘. Education was
primarily the privilege of the upper castes during those days. Ambedkar had personally to go
through many an ordeal during his school as well as college days. He was made to experience
segregation and resultant isolation. The teachers would not care to check his homework.
Some of them did not even ask him to recite poems or put any questions to him for fear of
being polluted. It was during his school days that Ambedkar began to feel what it meant to be
an untouchable. Facing such indignation did not deter Ambedkar from pursuing his studies.
In spite of such humiliation, he was able to pass matriculation examination in 1907 and
successfully completed his graduation in 1912 with financial aid of Rs. 25 per month
awarded by Maharaja SayajiRao of Baroda. After passing his B.A., Ambedkar joined the
Baroda State‘s service. His graduation and stated service could not come to his rescue to free
him from the curse of untouchability. The peons in his office used to throw office files at him
lest they should get polluted through personal contact.
Although Phule‘sworks and ideas,Kabir‘sphilosophy and the gospel of Buddhahad a deep
impact on Ambedkar‘s mind yet his education overseas predominantly changed his outlook.
While studying in America and England, he was greatly impressed by the humanitarian
traditions and trends in these countries. ―Ambedkar‘s American experience seems to have
marked him in giving him an unshakable faith in democracy, in encouraging a pragmatic,
many faceted approaches.‖ (Jaideva 2002: 58-59)

His western education and deep understanding of the western philosophies helped him to
evolve as a visionary who had developed clear ideas for the emancipation of the vulnerable
communities in India.
In 1913, Ambedkar got an opportunity to go to USA for higher studies on a Baroda State
scholarship. He was the first Mahar to study in a foreign University Ambedkar entered the
Graduate school of Columbia University.. His biographer, D. Keer writes, ―Among the firstrate Indian political leaders, Ambedkar was the first to receive instruction in the land of
Lincoln and Booker T. Washington.‖ (Keer 1910: 26)His aim was not only to be a holder of
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the highest University degrees but also to be the master of social sciences. He took an
enormous number of courses: political science, anthropology, sociology, economics, moral
philosophy etc. It was probably in this phase of his life that he discovered and absorbed in his
mind the basic tenets; those were to be at the core of his philosophy of life.
Life in the Columbia University was a revelation to him, and it enlarged his mental vision.
Against the background of bitter experiences of humiliation due to untouchability, the
exposure to western values and ways of life was a wonderful and moving experience for
Ambedkar. He wrote a letter to one of the friends of his father and suggested a remedy to
diagnoses of the ills of his community.
―Let your mission‖, concludes the young man of twenty, ―therefore, be to educate and preach
the idea of education to those at least who are near to and in close contact with you‖. (Keer
1910: 27)
The academic degrees, which he received in USA not only enriched him in ideas but also
made him conscious of his social obligations towards his community, and perform them to
the best of his ability. He recalled in 1931, ―Nobody would have believed, in the period of my
student career that an untouchable person like me would represent the Depressed Classes in
Round Table Conferences in London and will participate prominently in framing free India‘s
Constitution. Leave aside others, but personally, I, myself, also could not have dreamt of it….
except my personal well-being. I had no specific aim before me when I had started my
journey for America for education. I had not even the slightest glimpse of the matter that I
will become one with the grievances and sorrow of my people and lead them to the proper
destination within so short span of time‖. (Quoted by Khabde 1989: 34)After two long years
of toil, he obtained M.A. degree in 1915, for his thesis ‗Ancient Indian Commerce‘;
simultaneously working on another thesis that he submitted for the degree of Ph.D. entitled
‗National Dividend of India – A Historical and Analytical Study.‘
Ambedkar was deeply influenced by the writings and teachings of Professor John Dewey, one
of the greatest educationists of the 20th century,who happened to be his teacher at Columbia
University.Ambedkar fully endorsed Dewey‘s emphasis on education as a means to change
the world and not merely to understand it. Dewey held that democracy cannot go forward
unless the intelligence of the mass of people is educated to understand the social realities of
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their own time. (Dewey 1916) Therefore, Ambedkar approached the problem of educational
upliftment of the masses as a pragmatist. He says that education is one of the basic needs
along with food, clothing and shelter. Dewey‘s ideas provided him the basis for a systematic
analysis of problems relating to society, religion, politics, economy and history.
Equal Opportunity to Access Education
Ambedkar, who developed an almost doctrinal belief in the efficacious and transformatory
character of education, held that education must be available to all, irrespective of caste or
status. ―Education is something which ought to be brought within the reach of everyone.‖
(Ambedkar 1982: 40) He examined the education policy of the British in India and found that
Education in India had always remained restricted to the members of the upper stratum of
society. He held that:
―During the British rule, the field of education was deliberately kept
confined to the upper classes, as the British feared that the spread of education
among the members of lower classes might jeopardize their existence in India. The
worst sufferers of such an education policy were the untouchables. Their
segregation in schools was absolute. They had to sit outside the holy precincts of
the temple school. Drinking water was not available to them. Even the method of
punishment meted out to the untouchable students was different from the method to
punish the caste Hindu students. While the caste Hindu students were beaten with
sticks, the untouchable students were hit with clods and stones from a distance lest
the touchable teachers got polluted. Thus, only those untouchable students, who
meekly submitted to such horrible insults and physical injuries, could receive
education. Those who could not put up with inhuman atrocities ran away from the
school and spent the rest of their lives ploughing in the farms owned by others‖.
(Quoted by Lokhande 1982:228-229)
Ambedkar‘s important contribution to the education sector was his belief that
‗Education is something, which ought to be brought within the reach of every one‘. The
Education Department is not a department, which can be treated on the basis of quid pro quo.
Education ought to be cheapened in all possible ways and to the greatest possible extent. He
urged this plea because he felt that, ―we are arriving at a stage when the lower orders of
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society are just getting into the high schools, middle schools and colleges, and the policy of
this department therefore ought to be to make higher education as cheap to the lower classes
as it can possibly be made.‖ (Ambedkar 1982: 40-41)
Ambedkar was against the great disparity in the advancement in education of the
different classes in India. He quoted statics from the report of Education and Hunter
Commission to point out that depressed classes are the worst sufferers in education sector in
proportion to their population. (For details see Ambedkar 1982: 39-44) He stressed that
depressed classes should be treated as minority and similar benefits should also be extended
to them as Muslims were earlier given in education sector. ―Economically speaking or
socially speaking, backward classes are handicapped in a manner in which no other
community is handicapped. I, therefore, think that the principle of favoured treatment must be
adopted in their case. …their position is worse than that of the Mohammedans and my only
pleading is that if the most favoured treatment is to be given to those who deserve it and need
it most, then the backward classes deserve more attention of Government…‖(Ambedkar
1982: 42)
He also suggested other pragmatic ways to promote literacy among the depressed
classes during the Legislative debate, ―The second thing that I wish to say about the
depressed classes is that I find a as a certain sum has been set aside in the budget for
scholarships for the backward communities.‖ (Ambedkar 1982: 43-44)
And the third thing is the method of giving scholarships to the boys of the depressed
classes. Ambedkar was worried that the method of giving scholarships is really a waste of
public money. The depressed class parents are too poor, too ignorant; to understand that the
help given by Government is really the help for the education of the child. The parents look
upon the scholarship as a family aid to meet their expenses. It is certainly not made available
for the education of the boy as such, which is the primary object of the scholarship. So he
urged the government that without the proper direction, the child can easily fall prey to all
sorts of evil influences and gives up his education and money spent upon him is lost. ―I
would, therefore, put it to the Honourable Minister whether it will not be better for him to
spend this money in promoting hostels which either Government may open of its own accord
or which may be opened by private agency for the promotion of the education of the
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backward classes. Sir, it will be a double saving. A hostel, first of all, weans the boy from evil
surroundings. It provides effective inspection. And when a hostel is managed by private
agency, it will mean some saving of money to Government.‖ (Ambedkar 1982: 44)
During the discussion, Ambedkar also developed logical argument in favour of
equality of opportunity to be provided to all the vulnerable communities in the society which
can be further developed in the context of different controversies raised on the issue of
reservations after independence. ―I must here emphasise that this country is composed of
different communities. All these communities are unequal in their status and progress. If they
are to be brought to the level of equality then the only remedy is to adopt the principle of
inequality and to give favoured treatment to those who are below the level. There are some I
know who object to this and adhere to the principle of equality of treatment. But I say
Government has done well in applying this principle to the Mohammedans. For I honestly
believe that equality of treatment to people who are unequal is simply another name for
indifferentism and neglect. My only complaint is that Government has not yet thought fit to
apply this principle to the backward classes.‖ (Ambedkar 1982: 42)
Primary Education for All
Ambedkar was convinced that primary education is very important for the vulnerable
s as it provides them necessary platform to enter into public life. Ambedkar recognized the
importance of education in shaping the future and cautioned the under- privileged not to lose
any opportunity, ‗We may forego material benefits, but we cannot forego our rights and
opportunities to reap the benefits of highest education to the fullest extent.‘ As a member,
Ambedkar submitted detailed report about the deplorable condition of the Backward
Communities to the Bombay Legislative Assembly, suggesting steps for the prevailing
iniquitous educational System. He made a historical appeal for more grants to develop
primary education for all s during 1927 in his Legislative Council Debates in the Bombay
Assembly.
Ambedkar pointed out that, ―The object of primary education is to see that every child
that enters the portals of a primary school does leave it only at a stage when it becomes
literate and continues to be literate throughout the rest of his life.‖ (Ambedkar 1982: 40)
Ambedkar also cautioned regarding the trend of dropout rate at the initial stage, ―…if we take
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the statistics, we find that out of every hundred children that enter a primary school only
eighteen reach the fourth standard; the rest of them, that is to say, 82 out of every 100, relapse
into the state of illiteracy.‖ (Ambedkar 1982: 40)
Ambedkar stressed to spend more money on primary education and argued, ―I
therefore request the Honourable the Education Minister to spend more money on primary
education, if for nothing else at least for the purpose of seeing that what he spends bears some
fruit ultimately. …unless we spend a sufficient amount of money, to see that every child that
enters a school reaches the fourth standard, what we have already spent upon him is of no
purpose whatsoever.‖ (Ambedkar 1982: 40)
Ambedkar was also against the commercialization of education and criticized the
existing government, ―out of the total expenditure which we incur on arts colleges, something
like 36 per cent is financed from fees; out of the expenditure that we incur on high schools,
something like 31 per cent is financed from fees; out of the expenditure that we incur on
middle schools, something like 26 per cent is derived from fees.‖ (Ambedkar 1982: 40)
Importance of Higher Education
Ambedkar made important interventions during the Bombay University Amendment
Act and gave his views on university education that are still very relevant to promote higher
education in India. Ambedkar also utilized the opportunity to give suggestions on higher
education by submittingwritten evidence before the University Reforms Committee in 1925.
―…it must be realised that the University cannot succeed in promoting research or in
promoting higher education, if it makes the examination system the be-all and end all of its
existence.‖ (Ambedkar 1982: 45-46)
According to Ambedkar, ―One of the fundamental functions of the University, as I
understand it, is to provide facilities for bringing the highest education to the doors of the
needy and the poor….I look upon the University primarily as a machinery, whereby
educational facilities are provided to all those who are intellectually capable of using those
facilities to the best advantage…‖. (Ambedkar 1982:
61) As a result Ambedkar argued for the adequate representation of different communities in
the senate to control the university affairs.
The objectives of university education are to train students:
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(a)

to
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matter
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fact

and

matter

of

option,

(b) to distinguish issues and to separate questions each on its own merits and without an eye
on their bearing on some cherished theory,
(c) learn to state fairly the position to those to whose practical conclusions the learner is most
stoutly opposed,
(d) be able to examine suggested idea and see what comes of it, before accepting it or
rejecting it, and
(e) to develop an original student who should be able to weigh evidence to follow and
criticize argument and put his own value on authorities. (Quoted by Chalam 2008:26-27)
Ambedkar‘s idea of pooling the teaching resources of both city colleges and universities to
avoid duplication and to improve efficiency is still valid. He held that most of the colleges in
a city offer similar courses and this could be organised in such a fashion that the lecturing
system was pooled and the students in the different colleges were allowed to listen and attend
to the lectures to be delivered in any one particular college, the professors who are lecturing
would be easily released to do some other kind of special work. (Ambedkar 1982: 47)
He also opposed the distinction between undergraduate teaching and postgraduate teaching.
He said, ―… if the object of the bill is to promote higher education and research, the best
method would be not to separate the colleges from the University as has been done now but
to make a synthesis in which the University and the colleges would be partners on terms of
equality and would be participating in promoting together, both the undergraduate and the
post-graduate studies.‖ (Ambedkar 1982: 48)
Ambedkar also stressed the importance of research in the universities. The separation
of postgraduate work from undergraduate work means the separation of teaching from
research. But it is obvious that where research is divorced from teaching research must suffer.
(Ambedkar 1982: 298)
Ambedkar was perhaps the first educationist who wanted power to be given to the
academic council in matters of academic affairs in the university. (Quoted in Aryama2007:
348-349) He emphasized that a teaching university should really function as a teachers
university in the sense that teachers hold all academic and administrative posts. (For detail
see Ambedkar 1982: 292-312).
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As an Educational Pragmatist, Ambedkar approached the problem of educational
upliftment of the masses as a pragmatist as his views on education seem to have strengthened
in the course of time. As an educationist, Ambedkar practiced what he preached. The
Bahshkrit Hitkarni Sabha‖ established in 1924 also aimed at promotion and –a) spread of
education among the Depressed Classes by opening hostels or by employing such other
means as may seem necessary or desirable.
b) Spread of culture among the Depressed Classes by opening libraries, social centers and
classes or study circles.
c) To advance and improve the economic condition of the Depressed Classes by starting
Industrial and Agricultural Schools.
d) To represent the grievances of the Depressed Classes. (Quoted by Lokhande 1982: 55)
In 1928, he established the Depressed Class Education Society to organize the school
education of his people on a sound basis and appealed to the Bombay Government to help his
society to establish hostels, in which poor students could be accommodated. In response, the
Governor of Bombay declared that he would sanction a scheme for five hostels for the benefit
of secondary school students of the depressed classes.(Lokhande 1982: 124) Ambedkar made
personal efforts to collect funds for these institutions.
On June 20, 1946, the establishment of the People‘s Education Society was an important step
Ambedkar took to propagate higher education among the backward classes. He established
the People‘s Education Society, in Mumbai in order to raise the cultural level and enlarge the
mental horizon of the depressed and oppressed classes, which were denied the educational
facilities for centuries.
The People‘s Education Society‘s objective is not merely to give instructions, but to
impart such education as promotes intellectual, moral and social democracy. This is what
modern India needs and this is what all well-wishers of India must promote, held
Ambedkar.The motto of the People‘s Education Society is ‗Knowledge and Compassion‘.
The Society had made good progress in this direction; running a number ofcolleges. (Kadam
1993: 210-211)
In brief, the People‘s Education Society has significantly contributed to the spread of
higher education among the vulnerable communities. The colleges gave monthly
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scholarships, provided cheap accommodation and paid immense attention to student‘s
problems and encouraged progress. On the other hand, the students, after completing their
education, have been working in villages and cities in various capacities in various bodies
and offices. Ambedkar‘s voluntary efforts also included educational modernization but he
said that it‘s a task that the state should undertake. Thus, in state socialism, he allocated a
major role to the state in discharging its duties in respect of education of the unlettered
millions of citizens in the country. (Foe detail see Ambedkar 1979)
Ambedkar wrote a letter to one of his father‘s friends when he was in America to
pursue both male and female education in order to live a life of dignity. ― We shall soon see
better days and our progress will be greatly accelerated if male education is pursued side by
side with the female education…‖(Keer 1991: 27) Later on, when he came back to India, he
continuously advised his fellow brethren to educate themselves and their children. Ambedkar
seems to carry forward the legacy of Mahatma Phule on the issue of education for girls.
(Pratima 2003: 359) For Ambedkar, education was an important instrument of bringing social
change and to help women to alleviate their position. Addressing a gathering of women
during the Mahad Satyagraha, Ambedkar advised them, ―. …Send your children to schools.
Education is as necessary for females as it is for males. If you know how to read and write,
there would be much progress. As you are, so your children will be.‖ (Keer 1991: 104)
Concluding Remarks
Thus, Ambedkar suggested several policy measures for the development of education
starting from primary to university that can be found to be relevant today to make the
education sector effective and accountable. His ideas are full of innovations and quite
pragmatic. His emphasis on the economic value of education that is the utilization of scare
resources for the development of education, the idea of pooling the teaching resources of both
city colleges and universities to avoid duplication and to improve efficiency etc. arestill very
relevant.
The American writer, Professor Eleanor Zelliot, in her book on Dr. Ambedkar, writes:
―…Dr Ambedkar was not only concerned that the Depressed Classes have education, but that
education itself is bettered. It seems to me that the documents submitted to the Southborough
Commission, Indian Statutory Commission and the University Reforms Committee in 1942
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illustrate much of what I admire about Dr. Ambedkar‘s way of thinking and action: to state
exactly what is wrong, to suggest ways of correcting it, to help those most in need of help
and, to always remember all the people, the whole nation.(Lokhande 1982: 231)
In a speech at the All India Depressed Classes Conferences on July 1942, he
highlighted the considerable progress in education and a greater degree of political
consciousness acquired by the Dalits in India. Above all the progress made by the
untouchable‘s women was encouraging and astonishing. (Keer 1991: 351) ―My final words,‖
he concluded, ―of advice to you is educate, agitate and organize; have faith in yourself‖. He
actually became an ideal for the vulnerable communities, a personification of what could be
achieved by a Dalit once he was educated. Though even after achieving independence, most
of the deprived s and particularly Dalit men and women are the main victims of illiteracy
yetAmbedkar‘s advice gradually showing its influence and the vulnerable communities are
displaying great dedication by spreading the word about education, self-respect, etc., in the
society.
Ambedkar has deliberately included Article 45 in the Directive Principles of State
Policy that, ―the state shall Endeavour to provide, within a period of ten years from the
commencement of this Constitution, for free and compulsory education for all children until
they complete the age of fourteen years.‖ The government of India has passed the bill of
Right to Education Act 2008 and paid a great tribute to the contributions of Ambedkar to
mass education. The policy of the Government of universalization of elementary education
focusing particularly on marginalized groups, poorer s and the girl child, enhancing
enrollment in secondary education as well as its commitment to expand education facilities
will empower and equip youth to face the future with hope and confidence. There are several
challenges to cherish Ambedkar‘s vision of universal education. There is need to frame such
policies starting from the primary stage to the higher stage that help to realize the vision of
Ambedkar.
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DR. B.R. AMBEDKAR’S VISION ON BUDDHIST PHILOSOPHY
Dr. Yatendra Pal,
Principal Govt. Ideal Residential School, Gandhinagar

INTRIDUCTION
Dr. Ambedkar was one of the most outstanding sons of India who has left an
indelible mark on the history of mankind. The religious philosophy of Ambedkar can be
understood by his monumental writings and speeches in various occasions. Ambedkar shines
in the history of modern India as the symbol of revolt against all oppressive features of the
Hindu Society. Ambedkar‘s observations in relation to social, economic, political and cultural
issues and developments are becoming true. There is a vital need to preserve the thoughts of
the noble son of India which are highly relevant in the present times also. An attempt has
been made hereby to give an account of the Buddhist philosophy of Dr.Ambedkar.
INSPIRATION TOWARDS BUDDHIST PHILOSOPHY
Dr. Ambedkar studied every religious book, during his education in U.S.A. and he
studied Das Capital (by Karl marx, karl marx wrote this book by researching on every
religion), during his education in United Kingdom many of his friends offered him Bible, he
read old, and new versions of Bible too. After coming to India he liked Sikhism and Islam,
but he felt they are less practical than Buddhism, he was inclined towards Buddhism since his
he got a book on Buddha during his school life.
In 1926, Bodhananda Mahastvir and Ambedkar first met at the "Indian NonBrahmin Conference" convened by Shahaji II. They met on two more occasions and for a
short while in the 1940s, where they discussed dhamma.One day, Buddhist monk Lokanatha
visited Ambedkar's residence at Dadar on 10 June 1936 and tried to persuade him to embrace
Buddhism. Later in an interview to the press, Lokanatha said that Ambedkar was impressed
with Buddhism and that his own ambition was to convert all Dalits to Buddhism. In early
1940s, Dr.Ambedkar visited Acharya Ishvardatt Medharthi's Buddhpuri school in Kanpur.
Medharthi had earlier been initiated into Buddhism by Lokanatha, and by the mid-1940s, he
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had close contacts with Ambedkar. For a short while, Ambedkar also took Pali classes in
Delhi.
AMBEDKAR’S CONVERSION
He studied Buddhism all his life. After publishing a series of books and articles
arguing that Buddhism was the only way for the Untouchables to gain equality. He
understood that Buddhism is most practical and it has principles of equality unlike many
religions. He said, “Though, I was born a Hindu, I solemnly assure you that I will not die as a
Hindu.”

And On 14 October 1956, less than two months before he died, B.R. Ambedkar, the chief
architect of India‘s Constitution and one of the towering intellects of modern India, converted
to Buddhism along with some 365,000 of his followers at Deekshabhoomi in Nagpur after a
traditional ceremony. The conversion to the religion which had fascinated him for a long time
and he had been studying for years, was one of the pivotal moments in the modern Buddhist
movement in India.
Ambedkar asked Dalits not to get entangled in the existing branches of Buddhism, and
called his version Navayana or 'Neo-Buddhism'. Ambedkar would die less than two months
later, just after finishing his definitive work on Buddhism. Many Dalits employ the term
"Ambedkar(ite) Buddhism" to designate the Buddhist movement, which started with
Ambedkar's conversion. Many converted people call themselves "-Bauddha" i.e. Buddhists.
TWENTY-TWO VOWS OF AMBEDKAR
After receiving ordination, Ambedkar gave dhamma diksha to his followers. The ceremony
included vows given to all new converts. He prescribed 22 vows to his followers.
1. I shall have no faith in Brahma, Vishnu and Maheshwara, nor shall I worship them.
2. I shall have no faith in Rama and Krishna, who are believed to be incarnation of God,
nor shall I worship them.
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3. I shall have no faith in Gauri, Ganapati and other gods and goddesses of Hindus, nor
shall I worship them.
4. I do not believe in the incarnation of God.
5. I do not and shall not believe that Lord Buddha was the incarnation of Vishnu. I
believe this to be shear madness and false propaganda.
6. I shall not perform Shraddha nor shall I give pind.
7. I shall not act in a manner violating the principles and teachings of the Buddha.
8. I shall not allow any ceremonies to be performed by Brahmins.
9. I shall believe in the equality of man.
10. I shall endeavour to establish equality.
11. I shall follow the Noble Eightfold Path of the Buddha.
12. I shall follow the ten paramitas prescribed by the Buddha.
13. I shall have compassion and loving-kindness for all living beings and protect them.
14. I shall not steal.
15. I shall not tell lies.
16. I shall not commit carnal sins.
17. I shall not take intoxicants like liquor, drugs, etc.
18. I shall endeavor to follow the Noble Eightfold Path and practice compassion and
loving-kindness in everyday life.
19. I renounce Hinduism, which disfavors humanity and impedes the advancement and
development of humanity because it is based on inequality, and adopt Buddhism as
my religion.
20. I firmly believe the Dhamma of the Buddha is the only true religion.
21. I consider that I have taken a new birth.
22. I solemnly declare and affirm that I shall hereafter lead my life according to the
teachings of Buddha's Dhamma.
Ambedkar believed that The Buddha established a classless society by
opening the gates of the Sangha to all deserving individuals, making no distinction
between caste and class. The fundamental principle of Buddhism is equality.
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Buddhism was called the religion of the Shudra‘s.‖ There was only one man who
raised his voice against separatism and Untouchability and that was Lord Buddha...
Buddhism is the only religion, which does not recognize caste and affords full scope
for progress.
Ambedkar‘s speech on the Eve of the great conversion at Nagpur on
October14, 1956, said Buddhism can serve not only this country, India, but the whole
World at this juncture in the world affairs; Buddhism is indispensable for world peace
you must pledge today that you, the followers of Buddha, will not only work to
liberate yourself, but will try to elevate your country and the world in general.
Ambedkar declared: ―By discarding my ancient religion which stood for
inequality and oppression today I am reborn. I have no faith in the philosophy of
incarnation; and it is wrong and mischievous to say that Buddha was an incarnation of
Vishnu. I am no more a devotee of any Hindu god or goddess. I will not perform
shradha. I will strictly follow the eightfold path of Buddha. Buddhism is a true
religion and I will lead a life guided by the tree principles of knowledge, right path
and compassion. Ambedkar denounced Hinduism, its customs and traditions and
declared that from that moment onwards he would strive for the spread of equality
among human beings.
Ambedakar said, ―I am reported to be against peace. This is not correct. I am
for peace. But, the peace, which is, based on justice not the peace of a graveyard. So
long as justice is not respected in the world there cannot be any peace. Buddhism and
Buddhism alone can save the World.‖
BabaSaheb said that the first point, which makes off Buddha from the rest, is
his self-abnegation. JESUS insists that he is the Son of God. MOHAMMED went a
step further. He claimed that he was the messenger of God on earth and insisted that
he was the last messenger. Lord KRISHNA went a step beyond both Jesus and
Mohammed. He claimed that he was ―Parameshwar‖– the God of Gods. BUDDHA
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never arrogated to himself a status. He was born a son of man and was content to
remain common man and Krishna claimed for themselves a role of MOKSHADATA;
Buddha was satisfied with playing the role of MARGADATA.
He said, Buddha‘s Teachings are based on wisdom, morals and
concentration, which are applicable not only for Buddhist nations but are of Universal
application. He is the giver of path of sublime promotions and reliever from painful
demotions. Hence let us all practice His teachings without hesitations walking on the
path of noble truth realization and making ―Nibbana‖ as our final destination.
Buddhism makes enlightenment the sole aim of life. This was the
philosophy that Ambedkar accepted and tried to revive. Besides this there was another
reason. Buddha, whose life and movement Ambedkar had studied, was a believer of
the educatability and the creativity of the people. Under the influence of those
teachings, the most rejected peoples of India has once risen and uplifted their life as
well as that of the whole society. If that was once possible in India, it must be possible
again. He had a solid historical basis to trust India‘s ordinary folk as India‘s future
democrats.
Buddha was the first religious leader of the world, who expounded peace and
equality in the history of man. Five precepts (Panchsheeel) of Buddha‘s life are
principles of building world peace and would help to build harmony among the
Nations.
They had to convert as the religion they were born in was not a religion but a
form of slavery. But the religion they wanted to follow must had everything that the
modern society would need for better social, mental, economical, communal and other
aspects of development. In the words of Ambedkar: "I like the religion that teaches
liberty, equality and fraternity." No doubt, Christians, Muslims, Sikhs and other
dominant religions also teach these things, but here is something that differs
Buddhism from other religions. He believed that the centre of religions has always
been the relation between GOD and MAN, but in Buddha's Dhamma, the relation
between MAN and MAN is the main focus.
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CONCLUSION
Ambedkar made a comparative analysis of revolution launched by Buddha which
was
responsible for the establishment of a welfare state in India on the basis of equality,
fraternity, liberty and collective welfare. The women and weaker s of India were
transformed from the state of slavery into the state of empowerment by Buddha and
his followers in India. The counter revolution was launched by Pushyamitra, Manu
and their
followers which destroyed the egalitarian state and created series of social, economic,
political and cultural disorders in India. The women and weaker s were reduced to
that of slaves of the system by the champions of Brahminism. Ambedkar drafted the
Constitution of India with a fond hope of re-establishing a welfare state in the postindependence era.
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Dalit Encourage through in Society: The vision of Dr. Ambedkerji
Dr. Parul Azad
Assistant Professor, IITE Gandhinagar

Introduction
Dr. Bhimrao Ramji Ambedkar was born on 14th April 1891. He belonged to 20th century and
his educational philosophy struck roots in the western pragmatic philosopher called John
Dewey‘s theory of education. According to Dewey, education in its broad sense is the means
of social continuity of life. This is the turning point of ideas of Dewey as the basis for his
educational philosophy. He established ‗depressed classes educational society‘ to organize
the school education of his community with this philosophy. Education according to
Ambedkar was a blend of pragmatism of Dewey and ‗dhamma‘ of Buddha. Education is not
only a layer for their social mobility but also opens the doors for their modernization.
Education as a instrument for Dalit Education.
Dalit Education
Ambedkar was very much influenced by Dewey‘s ideas on scientific method, experimental
approach, democracy and pragmatism in the field of education. He insisted that to his Dalit
people, ‗Educate to organize and to Struggle‘ for their own betterment using whatever
educational facilities. Education is not only a layer for their social mobility but also opens the
doors for their modernization. Ambedkar has been described as a philosopher, a patriot,
scholar or a writer, the constitution maker, a social revolutionary, a humanistic thinker, or the
socialist and he had also contributed a great deal to the cause of education. He mainly
emphasized that the education as a vital force for individual envelopment and social change.
Ambedkar envisaged that, education was an instrument for the change of the lives of
untouchables. He declared that the elevation of the depressed classes was recognized to be
the cause of all the enlightened people in the country. He thought that education would
enlighten his people and bridge the gap between the rich and the poor to which the
untouchables belong. Education plays an important role. It is an effective instrument of mass
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movement to safeguard life and liberty. Education could encourage the oppressed ones to
fight and remove injustice and exploitation and pave ways for the free thinking. He
recognized that, lack of education was the main cause for the backwardness of poor people.
Educate, agitate and organize are three final words of our savior. According to Ambedkar one
must get educated before he is conducting agitated thoughts for the movement, so that people
can organize with his support. A singular role that Ambedkar played in the upliftment of the
untouchables in the early 20th century and the importance that he gave to modern education
for their betterment deserves special emphasis. In conferences, lectures and also in meetings,
Ambedkar encouraged untouchable youth to acquire education in order to raise their social
status and image. His educational contribution starts on a wider scale of educating classes as
well as masses starts with this work. For Ambedkar, education was the main key to open the
doors of light, vision and wisdom. He himself said, ―Education is something which ought to
be brought within the reach of every one. The object of primary education is fto see that
every child that enters the portals of a primary school does leave it only at a stage when it
becomes literate continuous to be literate throughout the rest of his life.‖ Ambedkar‘s ideas
for the untouchables was to raise their educational standards so that they may know their own
condition, have aspirations and rise to the level of highest Hindu and be in the position to use
political power as a means. This is best reflected in Ambedkar‗s famous slogan of Educate,
Agitate and Organize.
Educate
Education has an immense impact on the human society. One can safely assume that a person
is not in the proper sense until he is educated. It trains the human mind to think and take the
right decision. In other words, man becomes a rational animal when he is educated. By the
way of education only the knowledge and information received and spread throughout the
world. An uneducated person can not read, write and he is very close to all knowledge and
wisdom like a window. In contrast, an educated man lives in a room with all its windows
open towards outside world. Simply getting education does not mean to acquire the
knowledge and getting academic designation. Education must get through by the way of free
mind and free thinking.
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Agitate
The word ‗agitate‘ does not mean that, to agitate physically; it is a mental revolution in its
place. It does not mean to go out and start protesting violently on the streets, without getting
educated. After getting educated, by understanding Babasaheb‘s thoughts and strategy the
individual can start agitating mentally. Agitated mind, as Dr. Ambedkar presumed, would
force educated people to form organizations and they would act to fix the problems. Many
people, quite often, who profess Dr. Ambedkar, limit his slogan to these three points. But to
this author, the actual message of Dr. Ambedkar lies in ―have faith in your strength.‖
Organize
Educated and agitated minds will easily organize for a common mission. We must get
ourselves educated and our thoughts agitate so that we can collectively organize. Agitated
minds for a common mission will help them to unite and struggle for their common goal as
one force.Only education can bring this change. Ambedkar had also given lot of emphasis on
getting education. He had given prime importance to education. He further added that, ―The
backward classes have come to realize that after all education is the greatest material benefit
for which they can fight. We may forego material benefits of civilization but we cannot
forego our rights and opportunities to reap the benefits of the highest education fully. That is
the importance of education. From this point of view he advised the backward classes to
realize that without education their existence is not safe.‖ In Ambedkar‘s idea on educate,
agitate and organize Ambedkar‘‘s idea of giving education and equal opportunity to the
people aims at removing the barriers in Indian Hindu religious caste system and development
of backward caste as well as all marginalized communities. According to the social work
students, educate agitate and organize means create power in people to experience basic
rights in the society, to achieve success in the life and also struggle for social justice. In the
social work field Ambedkar‘s idea about educate agitate and organize is very much relevant
in the current context because in the Indian society, people are illiterate and they are not
aware about education as well as their basic rights of the life, still people are facing caste
discrimination in society and lack of support and motivation. Educate, Agitate and organize
must be maintained to see the effective results of the movement for the upliftment of our
people. For the upliftment of the depressed classes he developed a programme of education
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as a part of the general manifesto of Indian Labor Party before the general elections of 1937.
To stamp out the illiteracy, he emphasized the necessity of full and compulsory and liberal
education. He emphasized that many pupils from depressed classes did not have money. To
overcome the financial problem which is acting against their studies, he stressed the necessity
of scholarships in educational institutions.
Conclusion
Ambedkar wanted the people to cultivate the values of freedom and equality among
themselves; it is possible only through education. He regarded education as a means to reach
the doors of light and perception to remove the regions of darkness and ignorance. Ambedkar
emphasized on secular education for social emancipation.The basic theme of his philosophy
of education is: inculcating the values of liberty,equality, fraternity, justice and moral
character among the boys and girls of all shades. By the way of his educational philosophy, I
shall view that by experiencing full freedom of education without the barriers of any caste,
creed and race; it is the best way for the enlightenment of human beings from ignorance.
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Dr. B.R.Ambedkarji‘s Perspective Towards Social Change That Shaped India‘s
Character In 21st Century
Mrs. Smita Gadhvi,
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ABSTRACT:
Ambedkarji‘s highest contribution is in the area of ideas, politics and social change that
formed the moral fiber of the nation India as a democracy as envisage by the world at large.
On the event of the 126th anniversary of Dr Bhim Rao Ambedkar, or dearly known as Baba
Saheb Ambedkar in India, this paper it is apt to understand his contributions in the domain of
ideology, politics and social reform. He sincerely believed in the Buddhist teaching that
hatred cannot be put an end to by hatred. In these dangerous times 21st century, we can draw
inspiration from this fountainhead of equality and justice and make this world a better place.
Key words: Perspective of Ambedkarji, Adoption of Buddhism, Social change and impact on
21st century.
Introduction:
History produces few people who create such deep-seated mark on the society that their life
comes to be seen as a metaphor for liberty, as an icon for progress and change. One such
person, who was a rare combination of immense knowledge, exceptional political prowess
and an unwavering obligation to social change, was Dr B.R. Ambedkar. It is indeed the
contribution of Dr Ambedkar that the obligation towards liberty, fraternity and equality
through the means of non-violence and democracy, has become a central characteristic of our
constitution. He was a scholar, a lawyer, an educationist, a constitutionalist, a social reformer
and a lover of peace. He wanted peace both individually and in social relationship. It was
despite the fact that nonviolent means only that he did a lot of good for the oppressed. He
stressed upon the transformation of the heart and mindset of the people. He sincerely believed
in the Buddhist teaching that hatred cannot be put an end to by hatred. Hatred ceases to be
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only when there is love. Dr. Ambedkar‘s motto was to transform but not to revenge.
According to Dr.Ambedkar, the social norms founded on the principles of liberty, equality
and fraternity alone can guarantee of egalitarian society.

Adoption of Buddhism:
Dr.B.R.Ambedkar had been a Buddhist for short time duration, but during that period he had
probably done more for the endorsement of Buddhism than any other Indian since Ashoka.
He was one of the few people in modern India who had developed a home-grown kind of
socialism and for Dr.Ambedkar this stood in relationship with the ideology of Buddhism - a
peculiar, yet profound merge that is the feature of an Indian philosopher. In his essay titled
―Buddha or Karl Marx‖, Dr.B.R.Ambedkar had compared the common ideals of Buddha and
Marx and submitted an ultimate analysis that socialism can only be continued if it walks on
the path shown out by the Buddha.
He also took the prospect of making a clear difference between Hinduism and Buddhism.
Hinduism believed in God and the (permanent unchanging) soul, whereas in Buddhism there
was neither God nor soul. Similarly, Hinduism believed in the chaturvarnya (The four castes,
as per the puranas) and the caste system, whereas Buddhism had no place for them. He added
that his book on Buddhism would be published soon, that he had closed all the division in the
organization of Buddhism and would consolidate it so that the flood of Buddhism would
never move away in India. The socialists should study Buddhism, so as to know how to
remove the ills of humanity. It was this great leader‘s last speech in Bombay.
According to him, Buddhism was ―an ultimate aid to sustain Communism when force is
withdrawn‖ and so he criticized Lenin because he failed to deliver ‗liberty and fraternity‘ in
the pursuit of equality. He declared that: ―Equality will be of no value without fraternity or
liberty. It seems that the three can coexist only if one follows the way of the Buddha.
Communism can give one but not all.‖
Dr. B.R. AMBEDKAR’S Concept of Social Change:
For Dr B.R. Ambedkar, society should come before politics. Yet, the most fundamental
avatar of Dr B.R. Ambedkar can be seen in his role as a social champion. While at the same
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time it can be observed that his radicalism was never devoid of the spirit of intellectual
reasoning and liberty.
He objected that: ―Caste is not a physical object like a wall of bricks or a line of barbed wire.
His messages to his followers were ―educate, organize, agitate‖. The embers of the
‗permanent revolution‘ he has talked about in his various writings still burn in our minds as
we commit ourselves to keeping his teachings alive, in spirit and in action.‖6
He believes in the evolutionary process of social change, which moves on constitutional
lines. He preferred the evolutionary process. It also strives to develop institutions that will
guarantee a better ‗social order‘. Dr. B.R. Ambedkar rejected the revolutionary or radical
method of bringing about "social change for it disturbs peace and tranquility and creates
chaos, strife and war.

Some of the views of Dr. Ambedkar on social change for future are listed below:
1. To him, violent approach to a peaceful society is not only unscientific but also
improper and immoral.
2. It is a contradiction to suppose that a society of liberty, equality and fraternity can be
built by means of violence. Resorting to violence would be the violation of the
principles which were dearest to Dr.Ambedkar‘s heart and mind.
3. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar suggested a ‗common participation‘ on the family level among
the touchable and the untouchable classes of the Hindus.
4. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar said that the live contact thus established will familiarize both to
a common and associated life and will pave the way for the unity which we are all
striving after. The only thing that can hold them together is love.
5. Dr. B. R Ambedkar holded that political institutions should take up the responsibility
of reforming the existing social institutions, by taking into account the social forces
existing in the society. Ambedkar admits using legislative force when the means of
peace and persuasion fail to yield the results.
6. Dr. B. R Ambedkar opined that the social forces, at times, may manifest itself through
the legislature. They may be reflected in legislative changes. In the process of
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legislative measures Ambedkar proposed the introduction of the ‗Hindu code Bill‘
through an act of legislature in 1950.
7. On the political front Dr. Ambedkar wanted to spread of mass education and the
establishment of a two party system to be implemented for good functioning of
legislature and democracy.
8. Dr. B.R. Ambedkar wanted to bring about economic self sufficiency, justice and
equality of the poor through an act of legislature.
9. It is only through peaceful means of economic planning and legislation that Dr. B.R.
Ambedkar wanted to achieve economic justice in the society. Dr. B.R.Ambedkar was
a multifaceted personality.
10. The egalitarian society can be established by the peaceful means of educate agitate
and organize. The three slogans of Dr. B.R.Ambedkar were purely for internal change
of self. He adopted the method of three slogan from the Buddhist trinity namely,
Buddham.
Suggestions and recommendations for future:
1. 8th July (1945), the day of the foundation of People‘s Education Society by Dr.
Ambedkar should be declared as International Educative Democrative Day especially
in India.
2. Buddhist ethics should be introduced in the curriculum of all levels of education from
primary to university.
3. Media like Prasar Bharti should disseminate the Buddhist moral values among the
Indian families to adopt and live upto them for the betterment of social life.
4. Bharat Nirman programme may incorporate values.

Conclusion:
The nucleus of Dr. B.R. Ambedkar‘s philosophy of life was the main system of belief
of liberty, equality and fraternity. The first reason for adoption of Buddhism of Ambedkarji
was conversion to Buddhism as emancipator performance and improving human worth and a
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great reward to modern civilization. It was, is and can be a norm for the global civilization to
act upon and transform forthcoming generations of human race.
Second reason was mass conversion to Buddhism which was a silent revolution to
transform the rural scenario into urbanization, westernized and modernized cottage of a
global village.
Lastly we can conclude that, making super power India, credit goes to Dr. Ambedkar
for providing in the constitution abolition of untouchability and making India a Secular
polity. He provided for a mix and flexible constitution, freedom of worship, expression and
equality of opportunity.(2)
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ડૉ. બીભયાલ આંફેડકય અને શળક્ષણ
ડૉ. કેતન ગશેર
અધ્માક, શ્રી વી. એચ. ળાશ ભૈત્રી
શલદ્યાીઠ ભહશરા કૉરેજ ઓપ એજ્યુકેળન,
સુયેન્દ્રનગય

1.0 પ્રસ્તાલના
બાયતની ુઅ ફહયત્ના લસ ુંધયાની કખે ુનેક યત્ન ાક્યા છે , ભશાન ુઅત્ભાઓ
થમા છે , ભક્કભ મત્વદીઓ થમા છે શલજેતા ુને લીય ર થમા છે , ુને દષ્ટ ણ
દે ખામા છે . યું ત શલશ્વભાું ખયે ખય જે રકની કદય થુઆ છે કે જેભણે ‘ફહજન સખામ’ –
‘ફહજન હશતામ’ ભાટે તાન ું વલમસ્લ વભશિત કયું છે એલા ગણનાાત્ર રકભાું ડૉ.
બીભયાલ યાભજી વકાર ુને ાછથી ડૉ. બીભયાલ આંફાલાડેકય ુને ત્માયફાદ ડૉ.
બીભયાલ યાભજી આંફેડકયને ુત્માયે માદ કયીએ. જેને ુઅણે ફાફાવાશેફના હરાભણા
નાભથી ુઅણે જાણીએ છીએ.
2.0 ડૉ. બીભયાલ આંફેડકય અને જીલન શળક્ષણમાત્રા
ડૉ. બીભયાલ આંફેડકય એક તેજસ્લી શલદ્યાથી યહ્યા શતા. તેઓની ળૈક્ષણણક કાયહકદી
ુત્મુંત જ્લરુંત શતી જે ુઅ મજફ જુઇ ળકામ.
- જન્ભ : 14 એશપ્રર 1891-ભધ્મપ્રદે ળની ભહ રશ્કયી છાલણીભાું ામનીમય
ફેટારીમનની છાલણીભાું ભધ્મયાત્રીએ થમ. શતા ળતાર ુને ભાતા બીભાફાુઇન ું
14મ ું વુંતાન.
- નલેમ્ફય, 1896-કેમ્ વતાયાભાું પ્રલેળ ુ એ શળક્ષક દ્વાયા આંફેડકય ુટક ભી.
- 7, નલેમ્ફય 1900 – ગલભેન્ટ લનામ ક્યરય શાુઇસ્કૂર, વતાયાભાું પ્રલેળ.
- ડીવેમ્ફય 1904 – ભયાઠા શાુઇસ્કૂર પ્રલેળ.
- જાન્યુઅયી 1905 – એરીપનસ્ટન શાુઇસ્કૂર, મફ
ું ુઇ પ્રલેળ.
- ડીવેમ્ફય 1907 – મફ
ું ુઇ યશનલવીટીભાુંથી ભેહિકની હયક્ષા ાવ-વન્ભાન
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- ૩ જાન્યુઅયી 1908 - એરીપનસ્ટન કૉરેજ, મફ
ું ુઇ પ્રલેળ.
- 6 જાન્યુઅયી 1913 – અંગ્રેજી – પાયવી શલમ વાથે B.A. થમા.
- 2 જન 1915 – કરુંફીમા યશનલવીટીભાું ુથમળાસ્ત્ર ુને વભાજળાસ્ત્ર શલમ વાથે M.A.
થમા Ph.D.ની નોંધણી.
- જન 1916 – ‘ણિટીળ બાયતભાું પ્રાુંશતક ુથમવ્મલસ્થાની ુઈત્્ાુંશત’ શલમ ય Ph.D.
થમા.
- 11 નલેમ્ફય 1918 – વયકાયી શવડશાભ કૉરેજ ઓપ કભવમ

એન્ડ ુઆકનશભકવ,

મફ
ું ુઇભાું ુથમળાસ્ત્ર ુને યાજ્મળાસ્ત્રનાું પ્રાધ્માક તયીકે શનભણક.
- *ડૉ.ફાફાવાશેફ આંફેડકય ઓન યશનલવીટી-ુભદાલાદ ખાતે ‘ડૉ.ફાફાવાશેફ બીભયાલ
આંફેડકયના ળૈક્ષણણક શલચાય ુને 21ભી વદી’ શલમ ય મજામેર ફે હદલવીમ યાષ્િીમ
વુંગષ્ઠીભાું ેય યજ કમામ તાયીખ 14 એશપ્રર 2017.

- વપ્ટેમ્ફય 1920 – રુંડન સ્કૂર ઓપ ુઆકનશભકવ એન્ડ રીટીકર વામન્વભાું પ્રલેળ.
- 20 જન 1921 – M.Sc. ની દલી પ્રાપ્ત થુઆ.
- 23 નલેમ્ફય 1923 – D.Sc.ની ડીગ્રી પ્રાપ્ત થુઆ.
-5 જન 1952 – કરુંફીમા યશનલવીટીએ ડતટય ઓપ રઝની ડીગ્રી એનામત કયી
-1990 – ભયણતય બાયતયત્ન એલડમ
૩.0 ડૉ. બીભયાલ આંફેડકયે સ્થાેરી ળૈક્ષણણક વંસ્થાઓ
ડૉ. બીભયાલ આંફેડકયજી શળક્ષણને વભાજના ુઈત્થાન ભાટે ામાન ઘટક ભાનતા.
તેઓ કશેતા કે જ વભાજન વલાું ગી શલકાવ વાધલ શળે ત શળણક્ષત થવ ું એ પ્રાથશભક
જરૂયીમાત છે . તાના વભગ્ર જીલન દયશભમાન તેઓએ વભાજની ુનેક શલધ યીતે
વેલા કયી છે . જેને ટકભાું જુઇએ.
- તેઓએ 1924ભાું ફહશષ્કૃત હશતકાયીણી વબાની સ્થાના કયી, તેના મદ્રારેખભાું
‘શળણક્ષત ફન’ પ્રથભ સ ૂત્ર શત ું. જેન મખ્મ ુઈદે શ્મ શળક્ષણન પ્રચાય પ્રવાય કયલાન
શત.
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- 4 જાન્યુઅયી 1925ભાું વરાયભાું દણરત શલદ્ર્યાથીઓ ભાટે છાત્રારમ ળર કયું જેન
તભાભ ખચમ ફહશષ્કૃત હશતકાયીણી વબા બગલતી શતી.
- 1928ભાું ડૉ. ી.જી.વરુંકી વાથે યશી Depressed Classes Education Societyની
સ્થાના કયી. તેભાું વયકાયના ુનદાનની ભદદથી ાુંચ છાત્રારમ ળર કમામ .
- ‘વયસ્લતી શલરાવ’ નાભન ું શસ્તણરણખત ભેગેઝીન ળર કય.ું વાથે વાથે મફ
ું ુઇભાું એક
લાુંચનારમ ળર કય.ું
- 20 જરાુઇ 1945ના હદલવે ીલ્વ એજ્યકેળન વવામટીની સ્થાના કયી.
- 20 જન 1946ના યજ ‘શવદ્ધાથમ’ કરેજની સ્થાના કયી. જ્માું તભાભ જ્ઞાશતના
ુધ્માક કામમ કયતા શતા, ુઅજે ુઅ કરેજ લટવ ૃક્ષ ફનીને કામમયત છે .
- 1950ભાું

ભયાઠલાડ

(ઓયું ગાફાદ)

જેલા

ુશત

છાત

શલસ્તાયભાું

શભણરન્દ

ભશાશલદ્યારમની સ્થાના કયી, ાછથી ુઅ ળૈક્ષણણક વુંકર શલળા લટવ્રક્ષ થય ું.
જેને ભયાઠાલાડ યનીલવીટી કયલાન ું સચન ડૉ.આંફેડકયજી એજ કયે લ ું ુને વભમ
જતા ુઅ ભયાઠાલાડ યનીલવીટી ડૉ.ફાફાવાશેફ આંફેડકય યનીલવીટી તયીકે
જાણીતી થુઆ.
- ુઅણા દે ળના બવ્મ ફુંધાયણના શળલ્ી તયીકે તેઓએ ુઅટીકર – 45 ુન્લમે ભપત
ુને પયજીમાત શળક્ષણની જગલાુઇ ણ તેણે જ કયી શતી.
ુઅભ, ુઈયતત શલગતે દ્રષ્ષ્ટાત કયતા જુઇએ કે ડૉ.ફાફાવાશેફ આંફેડકય
શળક્ષણના હશભામતી શતા, વભાજના ુઈદ્ધાય ભાટે શળક્ષણને ભશત્લન ું ગણી તાનાથી
થુઆ ળકે એટરી વભાજ ભાટે શળક્ષણ શલમક વેલા તેઓએ કયી છે .
4.0 ડૉ. બીભયાલ આંફેડકયના ળૈક્ષણણક શલચાય
ડૉ. બીભયાલ આંફેડકયના તાના વભગ્ર જીલન દયશભમાન ુનેક ચઢાલ
ુઈતાય ુઅવ્મા છે . તેઓની ળૈક્ષણણક, વ્મલવાશમક, યાજ્કમ ુને વાભાજજક કાયહકદીભાું
જ્માું જ્માું તક વાડી છે ત્માું ત્માું શળક્ષણના શલચાય લાવ્મા છે . તેઓએ તાના
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વભગ્ર જીલન દયશભમાન ુનેક પ્રવુંગે શળક્ષણ શલમક શલચાય વ્મતત કમામ છે . જે ુઅ
મજફ છે .
- ુભેહયકાની કરુંફીમા યનીલવીટીભાું ુભ્માવ દયશભમાન તેભણે તેભના એક લડીરને
ત્રભાું રખ્ય ું શત ું કે, ‘દીન-દણરતની દૈ ન્મ ક્સ્થશતના શલનાળ ભાટે ન એકભાત્ર ભાગમ
છે , શળક્ષણ’ કામમકયએ શળક્ષણ ભાટે ઝૂમભવ ું જુઇએ.
- ડૉ. ફાફાવાશેફ આંફેડકયે તાના ત્રણ ગર બદ્ધ, કફીય ુને જ્મશતફા ફૂરે ૈકી
જ્મશતફા ફૂરેના શળક્ષણ ુને કામમભાુંથી પ્રેયણા પ્રાપ્ત કયી શતી.
- ડૉ. આંફેડકય સ્ષ્ટ ભાનતાકે શળક્ષણથી સ્લાણબભાન પ્રકટે છે . શળક્ષણથી વભાજ
સ્લાલરુંફી થત શમ છે .જેને હયણાભે વભાજની પ્રગતી થતી શમ છે .
- જેલી યીતે વાજત્લક શલટાભીન તેભજ ુન્મ તત્લ શલશીન ખયાક લગય વ્મક્તત દફમ
ુને ુલ્ ુઅયલા થામ છે તેલીજ યીતે શળક્ષણના ુબાલે ભાનલી મ ૂઢ, બદ્ધદ્ધ
યહશત તેભજ ુન્મન ગરાભ જેલ યશેત શમ છે .
- શળક્ષણ જ યાષ્િીમ ુઈન્નતીન મભુંત્ર છે , વાભાજજક ્ાુંશતન મ ૂાક્ષય છે .
- 1924ના હદલવે મફ
ું ુઇ ુઆરાકા ફહશષ્કૃત હયદના ુશધલેળનભાું પ્રમખ દે થી
પ્રેયણાદાુઇ પ્રલચનભાું તેભણે કહ્ ું શત ું કે, ‘શભત્ર જન ું તેટલ ું વન ું તેવ ું ચારળે નહશ,
લડલાઓએ કયું એ દીકયાઓએ કયવ ું એ ણ શલે ચારળે નહશ, હયક્સ્થશત ફદરાુઇ
છે ુઅણે ણ ફદરવ ું ડળે. જ્ઞાની થવ ું ડળે. જેટર વભમ જામ છે તે હકભતી
છે . શલે લેડપલ એ ુઅણને ામ તેભ નથી. ુઅણા ફાકને શળક્ષણ ુઅવ ું જ
ડળે.
- વાભાજજક પ્રવ ૃશિના પ્રાયું બથી જ તેઓ શળક્ષણના પ્રખય હશભામતી શતા.
- ભા-ફા વુંતાનના જીલનને લાુંક ુઅે છે , ુઅ લાત ુઅના રકના ભન ુઈય
ઠવાલી. જ ુઅણે છકયાઓના શળક્ષણ વાથે છકયીઓના શળક્ષણ ભાટે ણ પ્રમાવ
કયીએ ત ુઅણા વભાજની પ્રગશત ખફજ ઝડી થળે.
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- મફ
ું ુઇ શલધાનવબા ખાતેથી તાના પ્રથભ લતતવ્મભાું 24 પેબ્રુઅયી 1927ના યજ
અંદાજત્ર ય તેઓએ ુઅયીતે તાના શલચાય વ્મતત કમામ શતા.....વાભાન્મ
ભાણવ ભાટે શળક્ષણ સરબ ફને તેલી વ્મલસ્થા કયલી જુઇએ, નીચરા લગમ ભાટે
ુઈચ્ચ શળક્ષણ ખચામ  શવ ું જુઇએ નહશ. નીચરા લગોને ુઈરા લગોની વભકક્ષ રુઆ
ુઅલલા ભાટે વલરત ુઅલી જુઇએ. શળક્ષક એ યથન વાયથી છે કાયણકે તેભના
શાથભાું શળક્ષણની નાડી છે . વભાજ સધાયણાની દ્રષ્ટીએ જતા શળક્ષક કણ ુને કેલ
શલ જુઇએ એના જેલ ભશત્લન ફીજ પ્રશ્ન નથી. તેઓએ ુઅેરા સ ૂત્રભાું “શળણક્ષત
ફન, વુંગઠીત ફન, વુંઘમ કય’’ ભાું ણ શળક્ષણને પ્રથભ સ્થાન ુઅેલ ું છે .
5.૦ ડૉ. બીભયાલ આંફેડકયના શળક્ષણ શલમક શલચાયન ંુ પ્રલતતભાન વભમભાં મલુ માંકન
ડૉ. બીભયાલ આંફેડકય ુઅજીલન શળક્ષણને લયે રા વ્મક્તત શતા તેઓ જાણતા શતા
કે જ છાત યશેરા વભાજને ુઈન્નતીના ભાગે રુઆ ુઅલલ શળે ત શળક્ષણ એ પ્રથભ
જરૂહયમાત છે . ભાટે તેઓએ પ્રથભ શળક્ષણ રૂી જ્મત જરાલલાન ું ુઅહ્વાન વો કુઇને
ુઅપ્ય.ું લતમભાન વભમભાું તેના શલચાય પ્રસ્તત છે જેન ું ુઅને ુઅ યીતે મલ્માુંકન કયી
ળકીએ.
- તેઓએ ફુંધાયણભાું જે જગલાુઇ કયી છે તે ુનરૂ ભપત ુને પયજીમાત શળક્ષણ
RTE – 2009 કામદા ુન્લમે વભગ્ર દે ળભાું રાગ ડી ગય ું છે .
- શળક્ષણ તે ભશત્લન ું ુને પયજીમાત ભાનતા તે વુંદબે ુઅજે ગજયાતની લાત કયીએ
ત વાક્ષયતા દય 79.31% થમેર છે . જેભાું રન વાક્ષયતા દય 87.23% ુને
સ્ત્રીન વક્ષાયતા દય 70.૩૩ % જલા ભે છે .
- સ્ત્રી શળક્ષણની ુઈન્નતીની લાત તેઓએ એક વદી શેરા કયી જે ુઅજે વાથમક જણામ
છે . રગબગ તભાભ ક્ષેત્રભાું નાયી ળક્તત ુઅગત ું સ્થાન ધયાલે છે .
- છાત લગમને વાભાન્મ લગમ વાથે વક્ષભ ફનાલલા ુઈભદા પ્રમાવ વયકાય દ્વાયા
થમેરા છે .
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- વયકાયની ુનેક કેલણી શલમક મજના તથા છાત્રારમ ુને વયકાયી ળાાઓ
ડૉ.બીભયાલ આંફેડકયન ું સ્લપ્ન વાકાય કયતી શમ તેવ ું જણામ છે .
6.૦ ઉવંશાય
ડૉ. આંફેડકય શળક્ષણ

ફાફતે સ્ષ્ટ ભાનતા કે “શળક્ષણ એ શલત્ર વુંસ્કાય છે .

ળાાભાું ભાનલ સવુંસ્કૃત ફને છે .ળાા એટરે ુઈતભ ચાહયત્ર્મન ું ઘડતયન ું શલત્ર
સ્થ. શળક્ષણ એટરે યાષ્િીમતા ભાનલતા ુને ુજ્ઞાન દય કયલાન ું ુઈદાિ કામમ.
ુઅભ ડૉ. બીભયાલ આંફેડકય તાના શળક્ષણ ભાટે ણ જાગ્રત શતા ુને વાભાજના
શળક્ષણ ભાટે ણ. તે વભાજ ાવેથી શળક્ષણ રુઆ ુને વક્ષભ થમા ત્માયફાદ
વભાજન ું ઋણ ુદા કયલા ુનેક વાભાજજક કામો દ્વાયા શળક્ષણની જ્મત પ્રગટાલી.
ુઅલા લીય નય યતનને તેની ૧૨૬ભી જન્ભ શતથી શનશભતે વત વત લુંદન.
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Educational thoughts of Dr. Babasaheb Ambedkarji and 21st Century
Dr.Vijaya Patil,
Asso.Prof.School of Education, Y.C.M.O.U.
Nashik (M.S.)

Introduction:
Ambedkar was an example of inspiration of many classes of society. He spent his
whole life for the betterment of Indian society as well as women and other under privileged s.
He was also involved to root out the evil practices like prostitutions. He worked for the
welfare of the people for his whole life. He builds up awareness among poor, illiterate
women and inspired them to fight against the unjust and social practices like child marriages
and devdasi system. As a result of that finally he added and incorporated many rights of
women in the constitution of India. It is to be noted here that Ambedkar was not only the
father of Indian constitution, he was a freedom fighter, political leader, philosopher, thinker,
economist, editor, social reformer, revivalist of Buddhism and above all he was the pioneer of
backward classes. He stated women of Indian society should be given equal opportunity and
equal share with their male counterpart.
Ambedkar was not only the father of Indian Constitution; he was a great freedom
fighter, political leader, philosopher, thinker, economist, editor, social reformer, revivalist of
Buddhism and was first Indian to break down the barriers in the way of advancement of
women in India. He laid down the foundation of concrete and sincere efforts by codifying the
common Civil Code for Hindus and other s of the Indian society. He stated that women
should be given all round development more importantly social education, their well being
and socio-cultural rights. He emphasized that each and every of Indian women be given their
due share and it is a must to maintain and protect dignity and modesty of women (Shukla
2011). Dr. Babasaheb Ambedkar always believed in movements led by women. He also
added that if the women from all walks of life are taken in to confidence, they may play a
significant role in the social reforms. They have played very massive and active role to
eradicate the social abuses. He insisted that every married woman must participate in her
husband‟s activities as a friend. But she must show the courage to deny the life of slaves. She
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should insist on the principle of equality. If all the women follow it, they will get the real
respect and their own identity (Gunjal 2012).

Ambedkar and justice to women
Ambedkar‟s perception of women question, emphasizing their right to
education, equal treatment with men, right to property and involvement in the political
process resembled the global feminists demand. As J. S. Mill expressed in the Subjection of
Women, the legal subordination of one sex to the other is wrong in itself and one of the chief
hindrance to human development; and ought to be replaced by a principle of perfect equality,
admitting no privilege or power on the one side, nor disability on the other, Ambedkar also
holds the same views on work for women (More 2011).
In January 1928, a women‘s association was founded in Bombay with
Ramabai, Ambedkar‟s wife, as its president. In the Kalram Temple Entry Satyagraha at
Nasik in 1930, five hundred women participated and many of them were arrested along with
men and ill treated in jails. The encouragement of Dr. Ambedkar to empower women to
speak boldly was seen when Radhabai Vadale addressed a press conference in 1931. She said
―It is better to die a hundred times than live a life full of humiliation. We will sacrifice our
lives but we will win our rights.‖ The credit for this self – respect and firm determination of
women goes to Ambedkar.
Dr Ambedkar believed in the strength of women and their role in the process of
social reform. The historic „ Mahad Satyagraha ‟ witnessed participation of three hundred
women along with their male counterparts. Addressing another meeting of about 3000
women, he said, ―I measure the progress of community by the degree of progress which
women had achieved. Let every girl who marries stand by her husband, claim to be her
husband‘s friend and equal, and refuse to be his slave. I am sure if you follow this advice,
you will bring honour and glory to yourselves.‖
He strongly advocated for family planning measures for women in Bombay
Legislative Assembly. In 1942, being a Labour Minister of Executive Council of Governor
General, he introduced a Maternity Benefit Bill. He provided several provisions in the
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constitution for protecting the welfare and civil rights of women. He introduced the Hindu
Code Bill in the Parliament and highlighted the issues about women‘s property right. The bill
received strong opposition from many political leaders. In turn, Dr. Ambedkar resigned from
the cabinet expressing his discontent over non acceptance of woman‘s right by the
parliament. Besides, he highlighted the issues of Muslim women. His secular perspective is
known through his thoughts on „Purdah‟ (Veil) system, religious conversions and legal rights
for Muslim women. In short, along with the depressed class women, his thoughts for
emancipation of all the women are expressed with same allegiance
Dr. B. R. Ambedkar‟s approach to women‘s right is exclusively different
from other social reformers like Jyotiba Phule, Raja Ram Mohan Roy, Ishwar Chandra
Vidyasagar and Mahatma Gandhi who tried to reform the Hindu society of certain outdated
customs and practices without questioning the hierarchical social order. But Ambedkar made
his own view for the women rights and that has been reflected in Indian constitution. His goal
was to make a society based on social justice. To secure this goal, Ambedkar has given equal
status to women on par with men by providing many provisions in the Indian constitution. To
him, sexual discrimination should be root out from the society and everybody should get
equal opportunity in the society. The Preamble of Indian constitution guarantees social and
economic justice to women and that is because of Ambedkar contribution. In the preamble it
is mentioned: i) social, economic and political justice, ii) freedom of thought, expression,
belief, faith and worship, iii) equality of status and opportunity and iv) fraternity assuring
dignity of the individual and national unity to all the citizens of India without any
discrimination of caste, creed or sex.
In the Manu Smriti, Manu not only shows contempt for women but goes on to
degrade them as slaves, devoid of intellect; denies them the right of education and the right to
property; and forbids them from performing sacrifices. Being India‘s first Law minister and
chairman of drafting Committee of the Constituent Assembly, Dr. Ambedkar thought it
appropriate, rather his duty, to free women from the age old thraldom by reforming the Hindu
social laws created by Manu. He, therefore, took initiative to draft and introduce the Hindu
Code Bill in the Constituent Assembly.
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Conclusion:
It may undoubtedly be mentioned here that B.R. Ambedkar was a path-maker of all
the women irrespective of religion, caste, creed, gender etc. He brought a new trend for
uprising the women through his thoughts and beliefs. Not only women all the people of India
should thankful to him because of his tremendous and everlasting steps of developmental
works. He also talked about the Muslim women about wearing veil, their religious traditions
and marriages. Keeping in mind the importance of Ambedkar‟s views towards Indian society,
the then prime minister of India Pandit Jawaharlal Neheru said, ―Dr. Babasaheb Ambedkar
was a symbol of revolt against all oppressive features of Hindu society‖. In present day
context, Ambedkar and his thoughts on society based on equality are yet to be realized for
reconstructing Indian society and making the life of women better.
B.R. Ambedkar was a fighter for women emancipation. He fought against all kinds of
discrimination against women throughout his whole life. But still discrimination against
women in Indian society is overlooked. So it is our duty to fulfil the dreams of Ambedkar for
a better life world of women.
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Dr. B.R. Ambedkar: An Eminent Educationist
IRFANALI G. SHAIKH
(Research Scholar-BAOU)
Dr. B.R. Ambedkar was a great scholar and an eminent educationist. He carried out his
studies in India and abroad. In the early twentieth century, when most of the Scheduled
Castes people received hardly any education, Dr. Ambedkar received the best possible
education and obtained an array of degrees from reputed universities abroad. As a scholar,
he participated in seminars and presented papers, wrote articles for journals and authored
several books.
He started his career as a teacher and was also Principal in the Government Law
College, Bombay for some time. But he left the job in order to devote himself full to the
service of the nation and the welfare of the downtrodden s. His contribution to the
advancement of education in the country is multifarious. Besides being a teacher and
Principal, he was a great spokesman of education and founder and builder of educational
institutions of national repute. Above all, like the Buddha, he was a great teacher and
educator of the masses.

Education: An Agent of Social Change
Dr. Ambedkar did not visualize education simply as a means for the development of a
child's personality or as a source of earning livelihood. Rather, he considered education as
the most powerful agent for bringing about desired changes in society and a prerequisite for
organized effort for launching any social movement in the modern times. For him, education
was an instrument to liberate the dalits from illiteracy, ignorance and superstitions and thus
enable them to fight against all forms of injustice, exploitation and oppression.
Dr. Ambedkar advised the dalits to leave their traditional callings and take up secular
occupations, which they could achieve only by educating themselves and their children. By
receiving education, including technical and professional education, he believed that the
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dalits might be able to break the age-old caste-based structure of division of labour in our
society.

Education: Means for Social Emancipation of Dalits
Dr. Ambedkar gave the highest priority to education in his struggle for the liberation of
the dalits from the age-old oppressive character of the caste-ridden Indian Society. For he
believed that it is only education through which various kinds of disabilities of the dalits
could be overcome and their shackles of social slavery thrown away. Education provides
strength and opportunity to them to fight against poverty, disease, and backwardness.
Keeping in view the crucial role of education in social emancipation of the dalits, Dr.
Ambedkar gave the following message to his brethren:
"Educate, Organize and Agitate’: This is evident from his speech on the Bombay University
Act, Amendment Bill in the Bombay Legislative Council on 5 October 1927:
We may forgo material benefits of civilization, but we cannot forgo our right and
opportunity to reap the benefits of the highest education to the fullest extent ... Backward
Classes ... have just realized that without education their existence is not safe.

Primary Education
Visualizing the importance of education in the modernization of the country, Dr.
Ambedkar stressed on rapid growth of education for the masses. Speaking on the Education
Bill in the Bombay Legislative Council in March 1927, he drew the attention of the House
towards the slow progress made in the sphere of education. He said that the report issued
by the then Government of India on the progress of Education made a very sad reading. It
predicted that if the progress of Education went on at the rate at which it was going, it
would take 40 years for boys and 300 years for girls of school-going age to be brought under
education. –
Dr. Ambedkar considered education to be essential for all men and women
irrespective of their social and economic status. All men and women must get at least the
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minimum education so that they may know how to read and write. The primary education
caters to the minimum essential need of educating the masses.

According to Dr. Ambedkar the object of primary education is to see that every child
that enters the portals of a primary school does leave it only at a stage when it becomes
literate throughout the rest of his life. But if we take the statistics, we find that out of every
hundred children that enter a primary school only eighteen reach' the fourth standard, the
rest of them, that is to say, eighty-two out of everyone hundred replace into the state of
illiteracy. He said that the Government should spend sufficient amount of money so that
"every child who enters a primary school reaches the fourth standard."

Higher Education
Dr. Ambedkar was opposed to the separation of the postgraduate faculties from the
undergraduate faculties in Universities. He wanted that the undergraduate faculty and the
postgraduate faculty should work in an integrated fashion. In fact, higher education
comprises both teaching and research. While the teaching work predominates at the
undergraduate level research predominates at the advanced stage. If both the faculties run
together in a University, the students at the undergraduate level may get the opportunity to
anend the lectures of the senior and distinguished professors. The senior teachers may also
get the opportunity to select the best students and train them properly from the very
beginning.
In the realm of higher education, Dr. Ambedkar was in favour of giving teachers
necessary freedom to frame their own syllabi and assess the performance of their students.
He was opposed to prescribing and following a rigidly structured syllabus. In his view, the
University may give broad outlines of the courses to be taught and the teacher should be
given freedom to teach what he thinks necessary in the light of those guidelines. According
to him, the teachers of the University ought, under proper safeguards, to have complete
control over the education and examination of the students. He gave emphasis on
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promoting education and research in Universities rather than converting them into
examination-conducting and degree- distributing bodies.
Dr. Ambedkar said that the aim and function of the University education should be to
ensure that the teaching done there is suited to adults; that it is scientific, detached and
impartial in character; that it aims not so much at filling the mind of the student with facts
or theories as at calling forth his own individuality and stimulating him to mental effort; that
it enables him to critically study the leading authorities with perhaps occasional reference to
first-hand sources of information; and that it implants in his mind a standard of
thoroughness and inculcates in him a sense of value for reaching at the truth.

Disparity in Education
On the basis of statistical data, Dr. Ambedkar showed that the level of education was
not the same in all the communities. It followed the level of the social and economic status
of communities. He sub mined, on 19 March 1928, a report on the Educational
Advancement of Different Communities in Bombay Presidency in 1923 to the Indian
Statutory Commission. The report revealed that although the Brahmins and the allied castes
formed the smallest group in respect of the total population, they stood first in order of the
level of education. The data were as follows:

Communities
education
Advanced Hindus
(Brahmins and allied castes)
Intermediate Hindus
(Marathas and allied castes)
Backward Hindus
(Depressed Castes and Tribes)
Mohammedans

Order in respect of population

Order in respect of

IV

I

I

III

II

IV

III

II
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While the Depressed Classes constituted the second largest group in respect of
population, they stood lowest on educational ladder.

Thus, it followed that if this disparity in education was to be removed, it was
necessary that these classes should be given preferential treatment. Dr. Ambedkar
remarked that if the Depressed Classes were to be brought to the level of equality with
others, the remedy was to adopt the principle of inequality and to give favoured treatment
to those who were below the level of education.

People's Education Society
Dr. Ambedkar founded People's Education Society on 8 July'1948 with a view to
advancing the educational interest of the downtrodden s of the Indian society in general
and the Scheduled Castes in particular. Under the auspices of the People's Education
Society, he started Siddhartha College; Bombay on 20June 1946.The college was named
after Buddha, who was the liberator of the masses from the serfdom of the Shastras and a
symbol of equality. Buddha stood for social intellectual and political freedom. He taught
equality not only between man and man but also between man and woman. Buddha's
teachings, said Dr. Ambedkar, "cover almost every aspect of the social life of the people; his
doctrines are modem and his main concern was to ensure salvation to man during his life on
earth and not after his death."

The Milind College, Aurangabad, was the second Institution founded by the People's
Education Society. The foundation stone of the College was laid by Dr. Rajendra Prasad in
September 1951. King Milind was a great Buddhist scholar. By naming these institutions
after Siddhartha and Milind, Dr. Ambedkar wanted that' their staff and students should
emulate the lives and teachings of these great religious preachers and visionaries, known for
their values, moral caliber and intellectual integrity. They should follow their teachings in
their practical life too. Dr. Ambedkar said that he was always ready to make sacrifices for
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great values and ideals. Both these colleges have grown in strength and stature over the
years. The People's Education-Society later started many more such institutions at various
places in Maharashtra. Dr. Ambedkar himself used to supervise the construction work of
these colleges. During his visits to Aurangabad, instead of staying in a hotel, he used to stay
in a small room of the college-building. The logic behind this was that he did not want to
spend money unnecessarily. The society that was running these institutions was a society of
the poor and for the poor. Dr. Ambedkar used to visit these colleges quite often and address
their staff and students. His addresses were full of knowledge, information and
encouragement. He used to narrate his own experiences of student life. He adhered to the
view that a person should remain a student throughout his life. Though these institutions
were set up to further the educational interests of the Scheduled Caste people, caste,
however, was not the basis for admission of students and appointment of teachers in them.

These colleges were open to the students of all the castes and creeds. The sole
criterion for the appointment of teachers in these colleges was merit and nothing else. The
contribution of any institution is judged by its results. The students of these institutions
occupy high positions in all walks of life today. They have made their mark as doctors,
engineers, scientists, administrators, professors, principals, judges, lawyers, etc. They are
spread all over the country, carrying the messages of Buddha and Babasaheb Ambedkar. We
thus see how Dr. Babasaheb Ambedkar rendered yeoman service to the advancement of
education and character-building of the people in the country.
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ડ.ફાફાવાશેફ આંફેડકયના ફોદ્ધ ધભત અંગેના શલચાય
Prof. Sandip H. Sanchala
Asst. Professor of Sociology, Government Arts and Commerce, College,
Kadoli
પ્રાસ્તાશલક:
ુઅણ બાયત દે ળ વદીઓથી શલશલધતાભાું એકતા ુને તેભની લૈહદક વુંસ્કૃશત ભાટે
શલશ્વબયભાું જાણીત છે , તે ફાફતન ું એક બાયતીમ શલાના નાતે ુઅણે વોને ગોયલ છે ુને
યશેળે. યું ત ુઅણા ભ ૂતકાની લાત કયીએ ત ુઅઝાદી શેરા અંગ્રેજએ ુઅણા દે ળ ય
ળાવન કયીને દે ળના નાગહયકને ગરાભી ુલસ્થા ુને ળાયીહયક ુને ભાનશવક ુત્માચાયના
બગ ફનાવ્મા શતા. એ ફાફત ુઅજે ણ ુઅણે ભ ૂરી ળક્યા નથી યું ત એ ફાફત ણ ના
ભ ૂરલી જુઇએ કે અંગ્રેજ કયતા ણ લધાયે જ ુઅ જ દે ળના નાગહયકને

કશેલાતી વલણમ

જ્ઞાશતઓ દ્વાયા જેને ભાનશવક ુને ળાયીહયક યીતે લધાયે માતનાઓ ુઅી શમ ુને ગરાભીન
ુશેવાવ કયાવ્મ શમ ત તે છે ુસ્ ૃશ્મ. બાયતના બવ્મ ભ ૂતકાના લાયવભાું એક કરુંક
વાણફત થય ું શમ ત તે છે ુસ્ ૃશ્મતા. ુઅ જ ુશ્ ૃશ્મ ગણાતી જ્ઞાશતભાું જન્ભેલ એક શલયર
વ્મક્તતત્લ એટરે શલશ્વની વોથી ભટી રકળાશી ધયાલતા દે ળના ફુંધાયણના ઘડલૈમા ડ.ફાફા
વાશેફ આંફેડકય. ુઅજે એભની ૧૨૬ભી જન્ભજમુંતી વભમે

દે ળ જમાયે તેભને માદ કયીને

ષ્ાુંજણર ુે તે ફાફત ગોયલળાી છે યું ત ુઅજે ણ લતમભાન વભમભાું આંફેડકયના
શલચાય ુને તેભના કામોની ુત્મુંત ુઅલશ્મકતા ુઈબી થુઆ છે . એક વાભાન્મ ગણાતા
યીલાયભાું શતા યાભજીબાુઇ ુને ભાતા બીભાફાુઇની કૂખેથી ૧૪ ુશપ્રર ૧૮૯૧ ના યજ
ભધ્મપ્રદે ળની ભહ છાલણીભાું આંફેડકયન જન્ભ થમ.

શતા વ્મલવામે બાયતીમ રશ્કયભાું
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સફેદાય શતા. ફા બીભને શતાએ ફાણભાું જ ધાશભિક વુંસ્કાય ુઅપ્મા શતા.જેન તેના
વભગ્ર જીલન ુઈય ઊંડ પ્રબાલ યહ્ય શત, આંફેડકયના

જીલન

ઘડતયભાું ભાતા શતાએ

ુઅેરા ુઈચ્ચ વુંસ્કાય જ શતા.આંફેડકયન યીલાય ધનલાન નશત યું ત તેભના

ઘયન ું

લાતાલયણ કુઇ સશળણક્ષત ુને પ્રગશતળીર ઘયને ળબે તેવ ું શત ું. ભાતા શતા દ્વાયા નાનણભાું
જ ુઈચ્ચ ુભ્માવ ુને ચાહયત્ર્મ ઘડતયન ું ુઈચ્ચ વુંસ્કયણ થમેલ ું તે ભશાય ગણાતી ુછૂત
જ્ઞાશતભાું જન્ભેરા શલાથી આંફેડકયને ુશ્ ૃશ્મતાના ખફ જ કડલા ુનબલ શતા,આંફેડકય
૫ લમના શતા ત્માયે જ તેભની ભાતાન ું ુલવાન થય ું શત ું. ભાતાના ુલવાન ફાદ જમાયે
તેભન વભગ્ર હયલાય વતાયાભાું યશેત શત ત્માયે

વતાયાભાું તેઓને ુસ્ ૃશ્મતાના

કડલા

ુનબલ થમા શતા. તેઓના લા કાલા ભાટે કુઇ તૈમાય ન શત ું તેભના ભટા ફશેને તેભને
ચબ ૂતયે ફેવાડીને તેભના લા કાપ્મા શતા.ફાફા વાશેફને નાનણભાું જ ુઅલા કેટરામ
કડલા ુનબલ થમા શતા. ુસ્ ૃશ્મતા, જાશતલાદ ુને લણમવ્મલસ્થાએ નાનણભાું જ અંદયથી
ખફ જ ુળાુંત કયી મક્યા શતા. જેભ જેભ વભમ લીતત ગમ તેભ તેભ તેઓ શળક્ષણ ભેલતા
ગમા. વભજણ ુઅલતા જ તેભને લણમવ્મલસ્થા શલળેના તાના શલચાયને લધાયે લેગ ભળ્મ.
ુશ્ ૃશ્મતાને જન્ભ ુઅનાય હશિંદ

વભાજ તેની વભાજ યચના ુને હશિંદ ધભમના ળાસ્ત્ર ુને

તત્લજ્ઞાનન ું ઊંડું ુધ્મમન કયું અંતે હશિંદ ધભમ ુને હશિંદ વભાજ વ્મલસ્થાન તેભને ત્માગ કમો
ુને ફદ્ધ ધભમ અંગીકાય કમો શત. તેભના ફદ્ધ ધભમ અંગેના શલચાય ુઈભદા તેભજ પ્રેયણાદામી
શતા. તેઓ ભાનતા શતા કે દયે ક વ્મક્તતએ તાના જીલનન ું તત્લજ્ઞાન ભતરફ કે ધ્મેમ
ચક્કવ શવ ું જુઇએ તેભના ભતે તત્લજ્ઞાન કે ધ્મેમના ભાદું ડથી જ વ્મક્તતએ જીલનભાું કેટલ ું
વારું કયું કે કેટલ ું ખટું કયું તેન ું આંકરન કયી ળકામ છે .

ુને તેભાું જ કુઆણ પ્રકાયની
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ભ ૂર થામ ત ુઅણે તેને સધાયલા ભાટે વજ્જ થુઆ ળકામ તેઓ દઢણે એવ ું કશેતા કે ભાયા
જીલનશલમકન ું તત્લજ્ઞાન ભેં નક્કી કયું છે . તેભને તાના ુઅ તત્લજ્ઞાનને સ્લાતુંત્ર્મ, વભતા
ુને ફુંધતાભાું જ એભન ું તત્લજ્ઞાન વભાલી દીધ ું શત ું. તેઓ કશેતા કે ભાયા ુઅ તત્લજ્ઞાનન ું મ ૂ
યાજકાયણ નહશ ણ ધભમને છે ુને ુઅ તત્લજ્ઞાન તેભને બગલાન બદ્ધના તત્લજ્ઞાનભાુંથી રીધ ું
શત ું. ફદ્ધ ધભમભાું ૭૫ ટકા ણબ િાહ્મણ શતા. ૨૫ ટકાશદ્ર શતા. યું ત ફદ્ધ ધભમની
શલચાયવયણી ુનવાય ણબઓ ુરગ ુરગ પ્રદે ળ ુને જાશતઓભાુંથી ુઅલેર શલા છતાું
જેભ વાગયભાું ફધી જ નદીઓના વુંગભ ફાદ નદીઓન ું ુરગ ુક્સ્તત્લ યશેત ું નથી તેભ ફદ્ધ
વુંઘ વાગય વભાન છે તેભ આંફેડકય ભાનતા શતા. તેભાું ફધા જ એક જેલા ુને એક વભાન
છે . ુઅભ, ફદ્ધ ધભમની એક વભાનતાની શલચાયવયણીથી આંફેડકય ખ જ પ્રબાશલત થમા શતા.
ુઅજે ૨૫૦૦ લમ છી ણ દશનમાભાું ફદ્ધ ધભમને ભાને છે . ભાત્ર ુભેહયકાભાું જ ફદ્ધ ધભમની
૨૦૦૦ થી ણ લધ વુંસ્થાઓ છે બદ્ધના તત્લ ુજયાભય છે . બગલાન બદ્ધના ભાતા-શતા ફુંને
વાભાન્મ શતા. ુઅને ફદ્ધ ધભમ વભજામ ત સ્લીકાયજ ુથલા ત વભજામ ત્માયે સ્લીકાયજ
ુઅટરી ુઈદાયતા ુન્મ

ધભમભાું જલા ભી નથી. ફદ્ધ ધભમન ું

કામમ રકન ું દખ ઓછું

કયલાન ું છે . ુઅભ ફાફા વાશેફ આંફેડકયના જીલનભાું બગલાન બદ્ધ ુને ફદ્ધ ધભમની
શલચાયધાયાઓન ઊંડ પ્રબાલ જલા ભળ્મ છે . જેના દ્વાયા યાષ્િના શલકાવની લાત કયી છે .



નયકભાુંથી મક્તત
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જમાયે ધ્રાભાુંતયણ એ મખ્મ વલાર શમ ત્માયે ફીજા કુઇ ધભમને ફદરે ફદ્ધ ધયભ ળા
ભાટે સ્લીકામો ભાું મેલરાભાું એક ઠયાલ ૧૯૩૫ હશિંદ ધભમ ત્માગ કયલાન ું આંદરન ?
ફાફા વાશેફ શભેળા કશેતા શતા કે હશિંદ ધભમભાું જન્મ્મ છું

.વાય કયીને ળર કયાય ું શત ું

હશિંદ ધરૌ યું તભભાું મત્ૃ ય ાભીળ નહશતેભને ફદ્ધ ધભમના ુગીકાય ફાદ કહ્ ું કે

.

.નયકભાુંથી મક્તત ભી શમ તેવ ું રાગે છે


ફાફા વાશેફ આંફેડકયના ફદ્ધ ધભતના શલચાય અને આદળત વભાજ
ડફાફા વાશેફ આંફેડકયે એક આદળત વભાજ કેલ શલ જઈએ તે તાના સસ્ુ તક .
ુ ૌયભના સસ્ુ તકભાં શલસ્તાયથી વભીક્ષા કયી છે ફાફા
ઉનકા ધ ભ ના ગોતભ બદ્ધ
,ભી વદીભાં

.

ુ જ જજેયી છે આરૂ જમાયે શલાં આતંકલાદ૧૨ વાશેફના આ શલચાય
ફ

કભલાદ લગે યે વભસ્માઓ થી ત્રસ્ત છે ામાયે આદળત વભાજના ,પ્રદે ળલાદ ,દશતલાદ
ફ જ આલઆમક છશનભાત ણ ભા ે તેભન ુ ધભત અને વભાજ અંગે ન ંુ તાલણાન

ુ અશી .
ેે

ુ કમાત છે
.તેભના ધભત અને આદળત વભાજ અંગે ના કે રાક શલચાય પ્રસ્ ત
1. આદળત વભાજ કમ છે

ુ ાય લેદભાં ધ્મેમ ુ  વભાજની ?
ાનણના ભત અનવ

પ્રભાણ શલાથી લેદ યણચત વભાજ

વસ ૂણતણે

:લાત કયી છે લેદ એ સ્લત

.સ્લીકાયલા મામ છે
ુ ાય આલા વભરૂ ત્રણ ળયતન ંુ ારન કયવ ંુ જઈએ
2. લેદ અનવ
3. વભાજભાં

ાનણ.લૈઆમ અને

રુ એલા ચાય લણુ શલા જઈએ, ક્ષશત્રમ,

4. તેઓ ાયસ્હયક હશત .વફંધ ાભીક શલભતા ઉય આધાહયત શલા જઈએ ફઈ ંુ એક વય ંુ ના શવ ંુ જઈએ
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ુ ભાં દયે ક લણતને શનધાત હયત વ્મલવામ કયલ જઈએ અને
5. ચા લણત

રુ એ આ

ત્રણેમ લણુણી વેલા કયલી
6. કઈ એક લગત તાના વ્મલવામન ંુ ઉરંઘન કયી અન્દ્મ લણતના વ્મલવામભાં
જઈ ળકત નહશ.
7. આ આદળત વભાજન આગ્રશ યાખીને

ાનણએ તે રકને ળીખલાડ્.ં ુ

ુ ને આ શવદ્ધાંત ય શલયધ શત. બગલાન બદ્ધ
ુ ે આદળત વભાજન ામા ભા ે
બગલાન બદ્ધ
ુ ા અને વભતાને ભશાલના ગણ્મા. બગલાન બદ્ધ
ુ ે જન્દ્ભથી જ ચા લ
ુ ણતને આધાયે થમેરા
ફંઈત
શવદ્ધાંતને કેલી યીતે નકામાત તે અંગે ફાફા વાશેફ કશે છે કે.....



ઉચ્ચ કુ ભાં જન્દ્ભ રેલા કયતા જીલનભાં ઉચ્ચ આદળત યાખલા લધાયે ભશાલના છે એ .
ુ ન ઉદે ળ છે
.બગલાન બદ્ધ



દતી શલભતા અને ઉચ્ચ નીચના બેદબાલ ના થઇ ળકે ફધા જ ભનષ્ુ મ વાભાન છે ,



જન્દ્ભથી ફધા રક શલભ શમ છે



કઈ તંદુયસ્ત ત કઈ નફા શમ છે



ુ રક કુ ળાગ્ર બદ્ધુ દ્ધ ધયાલતા શમ છે ત અમકુ રકભાં વાલ બદ્ધુ દ્ધ શતી નથી.
અમક



કઈ ધનલાન ત કઈ ગયીફ શમ છે .
ઉયક્ત ફધાજ પ્રકાયના રકને જીલનભાં વંઘત કયલ ડત શમ છે જીલન

.

વંઘતભાં શલભતાને સ્લાબાશલક મસ્થશત ભાની રેલાભાં આલે ત કભજય રક અવશામ
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જીલન

ુ ામ
.શલભતાને જીલનન શનમભ ભાનલાથી ચારળે .મસ્થશતભાં મક

વંઘતભાં રૂઓ મામ શળે તેઓ જ

દમ છે

કી ળકળેયં ુ વલાર એ છે કે રૂઓ વંઘતભાં .

આલ કઈ વકાયાાભક જલાફ ના ? શ્રેષ્ઠતભ છે મામતભ છે તેઓ વભજની દમષ્ થી
આ કાયણ થી ફદ્ધ ધભત વભતા ળીખલાડે છે શ્રેષ્ઠતભ ભાનલ મામ નહશ

.આી ળકે

શમ ત ણ વભાજભાં વભતા ને ભાન્દ્મતા આલા ય તે જીતી જળેવભાજને
શ્રેષ્ઠતભ

.

ભનષ્ુ મની આલળમકતા છે મામાભની નહશ વભાજ જ યસ્ય શલયધી

ુ ન ફની
ણબગ થઇ જળે આલા વભાજથી બમ -ગમ ત અવંગહઠત અને છીગ વમશ
ુ દા - ુ દા આદળત તથા મલુ મ-તેઓ તાના વભક્ષ

ુ દા .ઉાગ થામ છે

વલત વાભાન્દ્મ આદય .ભાદં ડ યાખે છે ેૌળ અને મલુ મ ભાદં ડ

ના શલાના કાયણે

ભાનના

ુ દા

એકાાભ દલી ળકામ નહશપ્રધાન સ્તય ફને વમ ૂશ વ્મલસ્થાના કાયણે વભાજભાં લગત .
અશધકાય વંગ .ભાણરક ભાણરક ફની યશે છે અને ભ ૂય એ ભ ૂય

ફની યશે છે

.છે

ુ ાભ હર
ુ ાભ જ ફની યશે છે
ફાફા વશેફના ભતે .અશધકાય વંગ ફની યશે છે અને હર
ુ ા .
ફંધેુતાને વલતત્ર પ્રબાલ ડી ળકે તેલી ળમક્ત ફનાલલી જઈએતેભના ભતે ફંઈત
.લ એ રે નીશતએ ેરે બા ૃબાલ અને બા ૃબા
આદળત વભાજના શવદ્ધાંત અને ફદ્ધ ધભતના શલચાયને પ્રામક્ષ વ્મલશાયભાં
અભર કયલન એક યસ્ત ફાફા વાશેફે ભળ્મ તે શત બાયતની ફંધાયણીમ વશભશતના
અધ્મક્ષ ,ળણ શલયધન ,સ્લતંત્રતા ,બાયતીમ ફંધાયણે દયે ક બાયતીમને વભતા .
ુ ાય વંયક્ષણન અશધકાય ,વંસ્કૃશત ધાશભંક સ્લત્રંતાન
શળક્ષણ તેભજ ન્દ્મામ દ્ધશત અનવ
તેભન ઉદે ળ ઉયક્ત અધીકાયના આધાયે

.તેભણે બાયતના નાગહયકને આ મ છે
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બાયતને કલમાણકાયી યાજ્મ ફનાલલાનશતતેઓ ભાનતા શતા કે વંશલધાન માયા
થી તાની યીતે જ વભતા અને સ્લત્રંતા

.

તેભજ ળણ શલ ુ દ્ધના અશધકાય ભળ્મા તે

.વભાજના એક વમ ૂશની ઈચ્છા ઉય આ અશધકાય શનબતય નથી .વંયક્ષણ પ્રા ત થય ંુ
તેભજ તેઓ બાયસ ૂલતક ભાનતા શતા કે ધભતળાહની આણા ય ણ આ અશધકાય
શનબતય નથી .
ુ  છે
યાષ્રલાદના વાભાજજક ઉદે આમ ઉય ફાફા વાશેફ વોથી લઈ ુ બાય મક્ય

.

ુ ાના ત્રણ યાષ્ર
લાદના વાભાજજક આળમન ામ તેભણે સ્લત્રંતા વભતા અને ફન્દ્ઈત
ુ ના ધભતણાન તાલભાંથી
અ ત્રણેમ તાલ તેભણે ગોતભ બદ્ધ

.તાલ ઉય યાઉમ છે

ુ ા ,તેઓના ભતે વભતા .રીધા છે અને સ્લાત્રન્દ્ામ ફ્રેંચ ાાંશતભાંથી ઉધાય રીધા
ફંઈત
ુ ાવેથી ગ્રશણ કયી છે તેઓએ આ ફાફત તેભના હ ુ ુ ગોતભ .
નથી .બદ્ધ


૧૨ભી વદીભાં ફાફા વાશેફના શલચાયનીઆલઆમકતા :
ુ ાભી ભાંથી મક્ુ ત થઇ ગમ તેને ણ ઘણા લુ થઇ ગમા
આરૂ આન દે ળ લુની હર

લીવભી વદીભાં આણા દે ળને આઝાદી ભી અને આરૂઆણે ૧૨ભી વદીભાં શલાંની
પ્રશતસ્ધાતભાં ઉબા થઇ ળક્યા છે તેન ંુ મ ૂ કાયણ આણા ફંધાયણભાં ભે રા આણા
અશધકાયનાં કાયણે આને અશધકાય આલાન ંુ શ્રેમ એકભાત્ર ફાફા વાશેફણે પાે દમ છે .
ુ યાષ્રલાદ શલકવે તેલી તેભની પ્રફ ઈચ્છા શતી અને તે ભા ે તેભણે
દે ળભાં એક ભજબત
અથાક પ્રમાન કમાત આરૂ દે ળ જમાયે પ્રગશતની નલી યાશ ઉય છે ામાયે ૧૨ભી વદી ણ
ુ થઇ યસ્ય બા ૃબાલન ,પ્રદે ળલાદ .વભાજભાં દશતલાદ ?
અસ્સ ૃઆમતા કે રે અંળે નાબધ
ુ ફનલલાના ફદરે એક ખખરા વભાજ તયપ
અબાલ લગેયેએ બાયતીમ વભાજને ભજબત
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ુ ઈયાદાઓ અને ભજબત
ુ
દયી દમ ામાયે આરૂ દે ળને ફાફા વાશેફે આેરા ભજબત
શલચાયધાયાની તાતી જજેહયમાત ઉદબલી છે કાયણ કે ફાફા વાશેફના ભતે નાતદતના .વભાજને જડનાયા બાલાાભક

ુ ને નફા ડે છે .કાયણે વભાજ દુફત ફને છે
તં ઓ

દશતલાદ ભા ે તેઓએ તીખા પ્રશાય કયતા કુંં ુ કે રૂ ઘયભાં ભતબેદ શમ તે ઘય કી ળક ંુ
નથીતેભના ભા ે

.વભાજની આ શતયાડને આણે નહશ બયીએ ત રકતંત્ર નષ્ થઇ જળે .

હશબદુ કડ ણફર વાય કયતી લખતે ફાફા વાશેફે .ષ્રીમતાએ બાલાાભક
ફદ્ધ અને ોન આ ત્રણેમન વભાલેળ ,હશબદુની

શલશધવય

વંકલના છે યા

વ્માઉમા આી તેભજ ળીખ

તેભણે એભ ણ .હશબદુભાં કમુકુંં ુ કે વાભાજજક કામદાના વંદબતભાં હશબદુળીખ -ોન-ફદ્ધ વાભજજક

.ોન અને ળીખ અરગ ડે છે -ણાનભાં ફદ્ધઆધ્માજાભક તાલ

યં ુ ફધાન ભાનલલંળ એક જ છે એ તેઓ .વંગઠનના શલમની ફાફતભાં

.એક જ છે
ુ દા ડે છે

હશબદુ ધભતન વાભાજજક કામદ નકાયતા નથી કાયણ કે તેઓ તેજ નલા કામદાના જનક
ુ ાયા ભા ે ધભત સધ
ુ ાયા અને ધભત સધ
ુ ાયા ભા ે ધભતની બદ્ધુ દ્ધ .
છે લાદી ભીભાંવા વભાજ સધ
ુ ાય હશબદુ વભાજને
રૂ .આ ભીભાંવા અનવ

ુ કયે તેલા વંગઠનની જજેય છે .તેભણે કયી છે
દ્ધ

ુ ી દશત
તેભના ભા ે હશબદુ વભાજભાં જ્માં સધ

છે

.તેને શલકૃતીઓ ભાંથી ફશાય કાઢી ળકે

ુ ી હશબદુ વભાજ દુફત યશેળે દશતને કાયણે યાષ્ ીમ એકાાભતાની બાલના ઉાગ .
મ
ૌ ાં સધ
ુ ામાત લગય ધાશભંક સધ
ુ ાય થામ એ ળક્ય નથી .થતી નથી
લગેયે રૂલી .હશબદુ વભજને સધ
અને લાસ્તલભાં જઈએ ત આરૂ આણા દે ળભાં

.ફાફત તેભણે સ્ષ્ ણે મ ૂકી છે

નાતદત ના લાડાઓને કાયણે યાાટ
ૌ ૌ પ્રામેની બાલના અને લપાદાયી અને દે ળદાઝ ઘ તી
જતી શમ તેભજ શળક્ષણ અને યાજકાયણ

દશતલાદ દુય કયલાને ફદરે દશતલાદ
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ુ યાષ્ટૌ અને
લધાયલાભાં ભદદજે સયુ લાય થ ંુ શમ તેભ રાગે છે રૂ એક ભજબત
યાષ્રલાદની બાલનાને

તડલાભાં અને દે ળના તભાભ નાગહયકને વભાજની એક ધાયાભાં

રાલલાભાં અને એક તાંતણે ફાંધલાભાં દશતલાદ અલયધજે ફન્દ્મ છે અને ફનત યશેળે .
ુ યલાની વભાજભાં
.જજેય છે આરૂ આંફેડકયની યાષ્રલાદની શલચાયધાયાને અનવ
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The Role of Education in Women Empowerment
Devila H Rohit,
Reseach Scholar, Kachchh University, Bhuj
Introduction:
Women empowerment irrespective of cast, creed, religion and gender is a constitutional
mandate, a basic human right and a decisive force of national development. ―Empowerment
means moving from a weak position to execute a power‖. Women empowerment is a global
issue and it was raised at the International Women Conference T NAROIBI in 1985. Women
empowerment is the process of providing rights, powers, opportunities and responsibilities to
women so that they are able to develop their potential, think, and act freely at par with men
equally in society, It is the expansion of women‟s ability and freedom to exercise full control
over their action. Empowerment of women is essentially the process of upliftment of social,
economic and political status of women and it involves the building up of a society wherein
women can live without the fear oppression, exploitation and discrimination that go with
being a woman in a traditionally male-dominated society. Although women constitute half of
the population and an active agent of social change, yet they are still being oppressed and
suffered from fewer rights and lower social status. The widespread discrimination and
exploitation upon women evoke the need of empowerment of women and education can be
used as an effective instrument for achieving it.
Objectives of the Study:
The objectives of the study of women empowerment through education are stated
precisely as follows:
1. To know the need of education in women empowerment.
2. To assess the present scenario of women empowerment in India.
3. To know the constitutional provisions and Government efforts for women
empowerment.
4. To identify the barriers of women empowerment.
5.

To identify the importance of education for achieving women

empowerment.
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6. To offer suggestions for women empowerment through education.


Need of Education in Women Empowerment:

Women empowerment is a tool of development not only of women but also of whole families
and thereby a nation. Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru said, “To awaken the people, it is women who
must be awaken; once she is on the move, the family moves, the village moves and the
nation moves.” Education empowers women more effectively which would help to abolish
gender inequality, develop their potentials, increase social and economic return, improve the
quality of life, produce educated and healthy children and reduce fertility and mortality rates.
Education is key to empowering women‘s participation in decision making in democracy,
dynamic transformation of society and shaping the destiny of future generations. Swami
Vivekananda said ―There is no chance for the welfare of the world unless the condition of
women is improved.‖ It is education which can do so by empowering women. In spite of
constitutional guarantees, enactment of laws, efforts by the government through various
schemes and programmes and U.N.O‟s directives, the equal status of women in India is not
still achieved up to the desired goals after 68 years of Independence. Hence education can be
used as powerful tool to help the women to understand the constitutional directives and
legislative provisions for reducing women‘s exploitation and negligence upon them, to reduce
the gender gap in literacy levels, to create awareness about the existing social problems and
to fight for fulfillment of the basic amenities and welfare of the community. Education helps
to enable women to exercise their rights on equal footing with men and participate in national
development. “Education is the milestone of women empowerment because it enables them
to respond to the challenges, to confront their traditional role and change their life.” The
target of becoming superpower, a developed country by 2020 will be achieved only when the
women of India will be empowered through education. The National Policy of Education
(1986) has emphasized the need of women education for their effective participation in social
and economic activities. The NPE, 1986 has stated, ―Education will be used as an agent of
basic change in the status of women. The National Educational system will play a positive
interventionist role in the empowerment of women. ―The National Policy of Empowerment
of Women (1990) has emphasized on education for–
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1. Creating an environment to enable women to realize their full potential,
2. Providing all human rights and fundamental freedom to women on equal basis with
men,
3. Participation of women in decision-making in every spheres of life,
4. Equal access to health care, quality education, guidance, employment, remuneration
and social security,
5. Elimination of all forms of discrimination and violence against women and girl
children.


Women Empowerment: In Present Scenario:

Women empowerment and gender equality in India is an alarming issue. Some problems such
as dowry, domestic violence, sex selective abortion, female infanticide are still prevalent. As
per the 2011 Census, women are subject to disadvantages as compared to men in terms of
literacy rates, labour participation rates and earnings. The Census, 2011 reveals that the total
literate population is 74.04% comprising 65.46% females and 82.14% males. As per report of
UNDP, 2013 on Human Development Indicators, women constitute 48% of the population in
world of which 29% is national work force and 26% women have access to format credit. It is
witnessed that in software industry women enjoy equal wages and roles with men, but in
other sectors women are mostly ill paid. The percentage of IPC crimes committed against
women has increased during the last 5 years from 9.25 in the year 2009 to 11.2% during the
year 2013. A women is raped once in every 10 minutes. Women perform about 2/3 of total
hours, get 1/10th of the world‟s income and own less than 1/100th of the world resources.
Women occupied only 10% seats in World Parliament and 6% seats in National Cabinet.
India is ranked as the 135th country in the World in imparting free and compulsory education
between the age group of 6 to 14 years (Right to Education, 2010). In Indian society,
preference is still continuing for a son over the birth of a girl and biased attitude of the
parents is seen in favor of male child in respect of education, nutrition and other
opportunities.
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Constitutional Provisions and Government Efforts for Women Empowerment in
India:

A. Constitutional Provisions:
The constitution of India has given provisions for empowering women. Some of these are as
follows: 1. Equality before law for all persons (Article-14) 2. Prohibition of discrimination on
the grounds of religion, race, caste, sex or place of birth (Article 15(1) 3. Special provisions
to be adopted by the State in favour of women and children (Article 15(3) 4. Equality of
opportunity for employment to any office under the State (Article 16), right to secure
adequate means of livelihood for men and women equally (Article 39(a). 5. Equal pay for
equal work for both men and women (Article 39(d). 6. Maternity relief (Article 42). 7.
Promotion of dignity of women (Article 51A©. 8. Reservation of not less than one third of
total seats for women in direct election to local bodies (Articles 343(d) & 343(T).

B. Government Efforts:
The government has taken initiatives for women empowerment through enacting laws and
implementing several schemes operated by different departments and ministries. The
National Commission of Women was set up by an act of parliament in 1990 for safeguarding
the constitutional right and legal provisions for women. The reservation of seats in the local
bodies of Panchayats and Municipalities for women has been provided by the 73th and 74th
Amendments (1993) to the Constitution which is needed for socio-political empowerment.
The Department of Women and Child Development (DWCD) under the MHRD was
established to implement various schemes relating to women advancement. The National
Mission for Empowerment of Women (NMEW)2010 has emphasized to facilitate the process
of integrating all programmes for welfare and upliftment of women undertaken by the
ministries and department. The National Resource Centre for Women acts as a national
convergence centre for all programmes for women. The National Literacy Mission is being
set up towards eradication of literacy in the age group of 15-35 years. The Functional
Literacy for Audit Women (FLAW was started in 1975-76 to provide illiterate adult women
to gain functional skills and to awaken desired awareness for health, hygiene and children
practices.
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Government Schemes:

The Government of India has undertaken different schemes for welfare upliftment and
security of the women. Some of these may be noted here– „Rastriya Mahila Kosh‖ (RMK)
1992-93, „Mahila Samridhi yojana‘‘(MSY) 1993, „Indira Mahila Yojana‘‘ (IMY) 1995,
„Swa Shakti Group‘‘ „Support to Training and Employment Programme for Women‘‘
(STEP), „Creches/Day-care Centre for the Children of working and ailing mother‘‘, „Hostels
for working women‘‘, „National Mission for Empowerment of Women‟, „Integrated Child
Development Services‘‘ (ICDS), „Rajib Gandhi Scheme for Employment of Adolescence
Girls‘‘ (RGSEAG),2010, „Women‟s Development Corporation Scheme‟(WDCS), „Working
Women‘s Forum, „Indira Priyadarshini Yojana‘‘, „NGOs Credit Schemes. The present Prime
Minister Modi Government has launched the programmes of „Beti bachao, beti padhao‘‘
aims at tackling the low child sex ratio of 918 girls child in resources and savings of a family
which is helpful to meet the expenses of higher education and marriage. The first year of
New Millennium (2001) was declared as ―Women Empowerment Year‖. It is necessary to
supplement Government efforts by non-government organizations for facilitating women
empowerment. Yet India has not achieved the expected goals, hence comprehensive
programme for empowering women is still demanding.

C. Legistlative Provisions:
The Government of India has also enacted specific laws to safeguard the interests of women
and uplift their status in society. Some of the notable legislations are as follows:
The Hindu Succession Act, 1956 which provides women the right to parental property.

men for equal value of work.
The Criminal Law Amendment Act, 1983 which prohibits various types of crimes
against women.
The Indecent Representation of Women (Prohibition) Act, 1986 which prohibits the
vulgar presentation of women in the media.
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The protection of women from Domestic Violence Act, 2005 protects women from
domestic violence committed against them.
The Sexual Harassment of Women at Workplace Act, 2013. These legal provisions
would help women to gain socio-political empowerment.

D. U.N.O. Directives:
The third Millennium Development Goals (MDG) of the United Nations Development
Program has directed to the Indian context– ―Eliminate gender disparity in primary and
secondary education, preferably by 2005, and in all levels of education by no later than
2015‖. India is nearly on track. The MDG Report 2009 pointed out, ―Participation of women
in empowerment and decision making remains far less than that of men, and the disparity is
not likely to be eliminated by 2015‖. However the opportunity of women to labor market has
marginally increased from 13% to 18% between 1990-91 and 2004-05.


Barriers of Women Empowerment:

The main obstacles that go against the way of women empowerment in India may be summed
up as follows:
1. gender discrimination.
2. lack of proper educational programme.
3. female infanticide.
4. atrocities on women.
5. child marriage and dowry system.
6. financial constraints.
7. patriarchal order and the subordinate status of women.
8. lack of health care and safety.
9. professional inequality, particularly workplace harassment.
10. Inequality in sharing the burden of house hold work. It is also noted that the gender
inequality is related to social and economic structure, traditional attitude towards women,
economic insecurity and negligence of men and lack of sincere efforts of all concerned.
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Role of Education in Achieving Women Empowerment:
In spite of constitutional guarantees, legislative provisions, judiciary mandate and

administrative efforts, the women empowerment in India is still lacking in some areas. Mere
enactment of laws and chalking out of schemes are not much effective for women
empowerment. Hence education is needed for this. The National Curriculum Framework of
Women pointed out, ―Education of women is an important key to improving health, nutrition
and education in the family and also empowering them to participate in decision making‖.
Moreover education enables women not only to acquire knowledge but also help them to
achieve economic security, self-confidence, vocational and technical skills and guidance,
good health and safety, courage and inner-strength to face challenges in every spheres of life
and enable them to play equal role as men in nation-building. Education can be used as a tool
for reduction of inequalities and gender bias so that women can move from weak position to
execute their power or capabilities in society. The National Policy for the Empowerment of
Women,2001 stated, ―Equal access to education for women and girls will be ensured, special
measures will be taken to eliminate discrimination, universalize education, eradicate illiteracy
and create gender sensitive educational system, increase enrolment and retention rates of girls
and improve the quality of education to facilitate life-long learning as well as development of
vocational or technical skills of women.‖ Hence some practical steps should be taken as
follows: 1. Different types of educational institutions should be established exclusively for
women in the state. 2. Traditional evil norms and practices, such as child marriage child
labour, dowry system, child prostitution, polygamy and female feticides should be strictly
banned by enforcing laws and creating public awareness. 3.The government should provide a
package of educational grants, such as „Kanyashri‟ of women and concessions in the form of
providing free books, uniform, mid-day meals, scholarships, cycles and so on for enrolment
for more girls and reducing the drop out students, especially from marginalized families of
BPL. 4. Adult and continuing education, social education, home schooling etc can be used as
a tool of basic change in the status of women. It would help to develop in women
entrepreneurial skills and job opportunities. In rural areas mobile library, distance education
through the media, non-formal schools should be provided for the life-ling education and
empowerment of women. 5. Technical and vocational education should be provided
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particularly to the rural women, such as tailoring and weaving, mushroom farming, bee
keeping, fruit pulping etc, for improving their vocational efficiency so that they can be selfappointed and self-supportive. The government will have to offer financial support and teach
them how they can earn money by starting business activities. 6. The efforts of Govt. and
N.G.O.‟s will be co-ordinated in respect of implementation of schemes and programmes for
empowerment of women. Better facilities of health care, sanitation and medication should be
provided to women. The judiciary should look after the molestation cases with special care
and transparency.


Concluding Remarks:

To conclude the present scenario, it may be said that education is the cornerstone of women
empowerment which could be achieved through hearty and co-operative efforts of the
Government and NGO‘s and also eliminating the traditional attitude, norms and practices
through proper education and guidance. The efforts of women empowerment by the
government and social reformers will go in vain unless the women are well educated, self
supportive and independent in all spheres of life.
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ડૉ.ફાફાવાશેફ આંફેડકયન ું સ્ત્રી વળક્તતકયણ ક્ષેત્રે પ્રદાન
ડૉ.યાભજીબાુઇ એન.ટે ર
ુવશવમેટ પ્રપેવય,એભ એડ કૉરેજ, લડું

પ્રસ્તાલના:
ડૉ.ફાફાવાશેફ આંફેડકયન જ્ન્ભ એક ભશાય કટુંફભાું ૧૪ભી એશપ્રર ુઆવ.૧૮૯૧ભાું યત્નાણગયી
જજલ્રાના આંફલડે ગાભભાું થમ શત.તેભની ભાતાન ું નાભ બીભાફાુઇ ુને શતાન ું નાભ યાભજી વકાર
શત ું. તેભણે ફાણના શળક્ષણ વતાયાની ળાાભાું કડલા ુનબલ થમા શતા.કુઇ લા કાે નશી. ળાાભાું
ાણીની યફેથી ાણી ભે નશી જેલા ુનેક કડલા ુનબલ થમા શતા.મફ
ું ુઇની ુલ્પીસ્ટન શાુઆસ્કરભાું
ભ ૂદે લ િાહ્મણ તેભને વુંસ્કૃત- દે લલાણી બાા ળીખલાની ના ાડી શતી.બીભયાલ ના ગાભ આંફલડે યથી
તેભની ુટક આંફેડકય ડી શતી.ુઆવ.૧૯૧૨ભાું વમાજીયાલ ગામકલાડ ત્રીજાની શળષ્મવ ૃશતની વશામથી તેઓ
ગ્રેજયએટ થમા શતા.ુઆવ ૧૯૦૬ભાું નાનીલમે બીખ લારુંકય ની ત્રી યભી-યભાું વાથે રગ્ન થમા શતા.
ગામકલાડ વયકાયન ું ઋણ ુદા કયલા તેઓ લડદયા યાજ્મની નકયીએ ુઅવ્મા શતા.તેભને ુસ્ ૃશ્મ શલાને
રીધે કુઇના કુઇ ફશાને ભકાન બાડે ુઅતા ન શતા.તેઓ પયી લડદયાના યાજા વમાજીયાલ ગામકલાડ દ્વાયા
શલદે ળ ુભ્માવની શળષ્મવ ૃશિ ભાટે વુંદગી ામ્મા શતા.તેઓ એભ.એ,એભ.એવ.વી થમા શતા.ુઆવ.૧૯૧૮ભાું
તેઓએ શલદે ળની શલદ્યાીઠભાું ીએચ.ડી ની દલી પ્રાપ્ત કયનાય તેઓ પ્રથભ બાયતીમ શતા.તેભણે
યશનલવીટી કક્ષાના વેશભનાયભાું બાયતભાું જાશતઓ તેની ુઈત્તી ુને શલકાવ શલમ ય શલસ્ત ૃત શલગત
ુઅી શતી.તેભને જીલનભાું થમેરા કડલા ુનબલ યથી તેભણે ુસ્ ૃશ્મતા ુને જાશતપ્રથાની કડક ટીકા
કયી જાશતન પ્રશ્ન વભાજ હયલતમનની રડતભાું કેન્દ્ર સ્થાને રીધ શત.જાશત વ્માલસ્થાના અંત ભાટે
ધભમળાસ્ત્ર,વભાજ ભાનવ ુને પ્રસ્થાશત વિાવુંફધ
ું ભાું ુઅમ ૂર હયલતમન રાલવ ું ડળે તેલી બાય ૂલમક
યજૂુઅત કયી શતી.તેભણે વભાજ હયલતમન ભાટે વભાન ુશધકાય,વભાન તક,ળણમક્તત ણરિંગ-બેદ ભાટે
વતત વુંઘમ કમો.તેભણે કહ્ ું કે સ્ત્રીઓને શળક્ષણ ુઅલાભાું ુઅલળે ત જ વભાજ હયલતમન ુને દે ળન
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શલકાવ થુઇ ળકળે. સ્ત્રી વળક્તતકયણ ભાટે ફુંધાયણીમ કરભભાું પેયપાય,હશિંદ કડ ણફર જેલા ુનેક ગરા
રીધા

શતા.તેભણે

બાયતીમ

ફુંધાયણની

યચનાભાું

ુમ ૂલ્મ

પા

ુઅપ્મ

શત.

તેઓન ું

ુથમળાસ્ત્ર,કામદાળાસ્ત્ર,ધભમળાસ્ત્ર,તત્લજ્ઞાન ુને વભાજળાસ્ત્ર ક્ષેત્રે ુઅગવ ું પ્રદાન શત ું.તેભણે સ્ત્રી વળક્તતકયણ
ભાટે ુનેક ગરાું રીધા શતા જે નીચે મજફ છે .

સ્ત્રીઓને વાભાજજક ન્મામ દ્વાયા વભાજ ુઈત્કમ:
ડૉ ફાફાવાશેફ આંફેડકય બાયતીમ વભાજના ુઈત્કમ ભાટે વતત ઝૂમમ્મા ુને જાશતમ વ્માલસ્થાના
અંત ભાટે ુઆવ.૧૯૪૨ભાું ુઆષ્ન્ડમા શળડયર કાસ્ટ પેડયે ળનની સ્થાના કયી શતી.તેભણે ુસ્ ૃશ્મ વભાજની
જાગૃશતન ું ુને વુંગઠનન ું કામમ કયલા કભયકવી વાભાન્મ પ્રજા સધી શચલા તેભણે મતનાય્ક,ફહશસ્કૃત
બાયત,ુને જનતા જેલા ુખફાય ચરાલી વભાજભાું જાગૃશત રાલલાન ું કાભ કય.ું તેભણે વભાજ જાગૃશતના
હયફ તયીકે સ્ત્રી શળક્ષણને ુશનલામમ ગણય ું શત ું.શળણક્ષત સ્ત્રી જ વભાજના નલશનભામણભાું,ળણ વાભેની
રડતભાું વભાન ુશધકાય ભેલલા વુંધમ કયી ળકે તેવ ું ભાનતા શતા.દણરત વભાજભાું જાગૃશત રાલીને
ુશધકાય ભાટે રડલાની પ્રેયણા રાલલાન ું કાભ કયું શત ું.તેભની રડત ભાનલીમ શક ભાટેની ુને હશન્દધભમભાું
ુસ્ ૃશ્મના સ્થાન શલમક શતી .હશન્દધભમભાું ુસ્ ૃશ્મને વભાનતાન લતામલ ભલ ુળક્ય છે એ શનષ્કમ
ય હશન્દધભમન ત્માગ કયી ુઆવ. ૧૯૫૬ભાું શજાય ુનમામી વાથે ફોદ્ધધભમન સ્લીકાય કમો શત.તેભણે
સ્ત્રીઓન ભુંહદય પ્રલેળ,ગાભના તાલ ય ાણી બયલાના ુશધકાય વુંદબે વતત વુંઘમ કમો શત.તેભણે
જાશતબેદ,વાભાજજક કહયલાજ,લણમવ્મસ્થા,સ્ત્રીઓન ું વભાજભાું થત ું ળણ વાભે ુલાજ ુઈઠાવ્મ શત તે
વભમભાું વલણો ચારે તે યસ્તે.દણરત સ્ત્રીઓને ચારલા ણ દે તા ન શતા.તાના ગયખા ભાથે મકીને
ચારવ ુંડત ું શત ું.લાલ,દલાખાના,ધભમળાાઓ,ભુંહદય,ુને ળાાઓ જેલા જાશેય સ્થન દણરત વભાજ ણ
કયી ળકે તે ભાટે ઝુંફેળ ચરાલી શતી.તેભણે ભનસ્મ ૃશત શલળે કહ્ ું કે વઘા વભાજને ફુંધનભાું ફાુંધી લેહઠમ
ફનાલી દીધ છે . ભનએ કરભને ગદે ુન્મ લગોને શથી ણ શીન ુલસ્થાભાું મ ૂકી દીધ છે .તેભણે કહ્ ું કે
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સ્ત્રીઓ વાથે વભાન વ્મલશાય કયલ જુઇએ તેભજ તેને ભાન વન્ભાન ભવ ું જ જુઇએ. તેભના શલચાયભાું સ્ત્રી
શલકાવ અંગેની ઊંડી ણચિંતા શતી.તેઓ સ્ત્રીઓ ના ુશધકાયના વાચા મક્તતદાતા શતા.તેભણે સ્ત્રીઓને ર
વભલડી ગણાલી તેને ર જેટરા જ શક ભલા જુઇએ. તેભણે કહ્ ું કે સ્ત્રી શળક્ષણ શવલામ શળક્ષણના પ
નકાભાું છે .કુઆણ પ્રકાયન ું ધભમકાુંડ એ સ્ત્રીની ુઈક્સ્થશત લગય વપ થતી નથી.સ્ત્રીળક્તત લગય ની ચલ
નકાભી છે .

સ્ત્રીઓને શળક્ષણ યક્ષણ ુને સ્લતુંત્રતા ભાટેની રડત:
ડૉ. ફાફાવાશેફ કહ્ ું કે સ્ત્રીઓને રની જેભજ જ શળક્ષણ ભેલલા ભાટે યત ું ભશત્લ ુઅલાભાું
ુઅલેળે ત દે ળના વાયા હદલવ દય નથી,દે ળની પ્રગશત ચક્કવ થળે તેવ ું કશીને સ્ત્રીઓના શળક્ષણ ય શલળે
બાય વ્મતત કમો શત.સ્ત્રી શળક્ષણ શવલામ શળક્ષણના પ નકાભાું છે .સ્ત્રીઓને શળક્ષણ ુઅલાથી કટુંફ ુને
છે લટે વભાજ ન શલકાવ

થળે તેલી ફાફત વભજાલી શતી. સ્ત્રીઓને ુનેક પ્રકાયની વાભાજજક

લેદનાઓ,વભાજ દ્વાયા થતા ુન્મામ વાભે યક્ષણ ભેલલા ભાટે ફુંધાયણભાું જરૂયી કામદાઓને સ્થાન
ુઅપ્ય.ું તેભણે કહ્ ું કે કુઆણ કામદાકીમ ફાફતભાું સ્ત્રી ુને ર ને વભાન ગણલા જુઇએ.તેભણે સ્ત્રીઓની
સ્લતુંત્રતા ભાટે વુંશલધાન ભાું જરૂયી કરભ વાભેર કયાલી.સ્ત્રીઓને તાના શલચાય વ્મતત કયલાન,ુન્મામ
વાભે ુલાજ ુઈઠાલલાન,શળક્ષણ ભેલલાન,શલશલધ ક્ષેત્રભાું બાગ રેલાન શક ુાવ્મ.શલધલા સ્ત્રીઓ
ન:રગ્ન કયી ળકે તે ભાટે ુલાજ ુઈઠાવ્મ શત.તેભણે સ્ત્રીઓને સ્લતુંત્રાની ચલભાું બાગ રેલડાવ્મ
શત.સ્ત્રીઓ ણ જાશેયજીલનભાું જડાુઇ

તાન ુલાજ યજ કયી ળકેતે ભાટે પ્રેયણા ુઅી શતી.તેભણે

સ્ત્રીઓને તાના ુશધકાય ભાટે વુંગહઠત થલા શાકર કયી શતી.

સ્ત્રીવળક્તતકયણ ભાટેની ઝુંફેળ:
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 ભુંહદય પ્રલેળ:
ુઆવ.૧૯૨૮ભાું યભાફાુઇ ડૉ.આંફેડકયના ત્ની જેઓ સ્ત્રી એવશળમેવનના પ્રમખ શતા તેભણે નાશવકના કરયાભ
ભુંહદયભાું 500 સ્ત્રીઓ વાથે પ્રલેળ ભેવ્મ શત.તેભાું ઘણી સ્ત્રીઓને જેરભાું જવ ું ડ્ ું શત ું.તેભણે સ્ત્રીઓ ને
તાના ુશધકાય ભાટે જાગૃત કયી શતી.કલા કે તાલના ાણી દણરતને લાયલાના પ્રશતફુંધ ભાટે ઝુંફેળ
ચરાલી શતી.

 ભનસ્મ ૃશતની શી:
ડૉ.ફાફાવાશેફ આંફેડકયે ભનસ્મ ૃશત શલળે કહ્ ું કે વઘા વભાજને ફુંધનભાું ફાુંધી લેહઠમ ફનાલી
દીધ છે .ભનએ કરભ ને ગદે ુન્મ લગો ને શથી ણ શીન ુલસ્થાભાું મ ૂકી દીધ છે .શદ્ર જાશતન ું ુભાન
કયનાયી તેભની પ્રગશતને રૂુંધનાયી તેભના ુઅત્ભફને નષ્ટ કયી તેભની ુઅશથિક,વાભાજજક ુને યાજકીમ
ગરાભગીયીને કામભ કયનાયી ભનસ્મ ૃશત ની શી કયી દણરત

ુશધકાય ભેલી જાશતમ ુવભાનતા દય

કયલાન શત.

 સ્ત્રી ુશધકાય ભાટે શલધાનવબાભાું ઠયાલ:
ડૉ.ફાફાવાશેફ આંફેડકયે જાશતમ વભાનતા ભાટે ુલાજ ુઈઠાવ્મ શત.તેભણે ર જેટર જ વભાન
ુશધકાયસ્ત્રીઓ ને ભલ જુઇએ. તે ભાટે વુંશલધાનભાું સ્થાન ુઅપ્ય.ું તેભણે SC ુને ST જાશતઓ ભાટે નાગહયક
વેલાઓ,ળાા કરેજભાું નકયીઓ ભાટે ુનાભત પ્રથાન કામદ 26 નલેમ્ફય ુઆવ 1949ના યજ વુંવદભાું
વાય કયાલી તેભને નકયીઓ ભાટેનાું શક ુાવ્મા.ુઆવ.1942ભાું કટુંફ શનમજન શલળે શલધાનવબાભાું
બાય ૂલમક યજૂુઅત કયી શતી. તેભણે મક્સ્રભ સ્ત્રીઓના ુશધકાય ભાટે વુંવદભાું ુલાજ ુઈઠાવ્મ શત.તેભણે
સ્ત્રીઓ ના ુશધકાય ભાટે વુંશલધાનભાું નીચે મજફના કામદા વાય કમામ શતા.
 ુઅટીકર-14 ુઅશથિક ુને વાભાજજકક્ષેત્રે વભાન ુશધકાય ુને વભાનતક
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 ુઅટીકર-15 જાશતના ુઅધાયય થતા બેદબાલ ય પ્રશતફુંધ મકલ
 ુઅટીકર-15(3) સ્ત્રીઓની તયપેણભાું શકાયાત્ભક લરણ
 ુઅટીકર-37 વભાનકાભ ભાટે વભાન લેતન
 ુઅટીકર-42 ભાનલીમ કાભ કયલાની ક્ષભતા ુને પ્રસશતના રાબ
 ુઅટીકર-46 વાભાજજક યીતે નફા રકને વાભાજજક ન્મામ
 ુઅટીકર-51 (a) (c) સ્ત્રીના ભબાને નકવાન કયતા વ્મલશાયને ત્માગલા ભાટેના મ ૂભ ૂત ુશધકાય
 ુઅટીકર-243 (D) (E) (R) (3) ુંચામતી યાજની ફેઠક સ્ત્રીઓને પાલણી


હશન્દકડ ણફર:

ભનસ્મ ૃશત સ્ત્રીઓને કુઆણ પ્રકાયની ુઅઝાદી ુઅતી ન શતી. હશન્દી ધભમ ગ્રુંથભાું નાયીના સ્થાન
ભાટે ઘણા ભતભતાુંતય શતાું. હશન્દધભમ ગ્રુંથભાું સ્ત્રીઓ ભાટેના શક, શનમભ,સ્ત્રીઓની તયપેણભાું ન
શતા.ભનસ્મ ૃશતના ત્રીજા ુધ્મામના છપ્નભાું શ્રકભાું રખ્ય ું છે કે જ્માું નાયી ન ું  ૂજન થામ છે ત્માું
દે લતા ન લાવ થામ છે .જમાયે ઋગ્લેદભાું ત્રીના જ્ન્ભને દુઃખની ખાણ ુને ત્ર જ્ન્ભને ુઅકાળની
જ્મશત ભાનલાભાું ુઅલે છે .ુથમલેદભાું દશનમાની ફધી સ્ત્રીઓને શદ્ર ગણી છે .ડૉ.ફાફાવાશેફ હશન્દકડ ણફર
દ્વાયા ામાના સધાયા સ ૂચવ્મા.તેભણે સ્ત્રીઓના વળક્તતકયણ ભાટે ુઆવ.1951ભાું હશન્દકડ ણફર વુંવદ ભાું
વાય કયાવ્ય.ું તેભને શલશ્વાવ શત કે સ્ત્રીઓની પ્રગશત ત્માયે જ થળે કે જમાયે તેને કટુંફ ુને વભાજ ર
જેટર જ ુશધકાય ુઅળે.તેભણે હશન્દ કડ ણફર દ્વાયા સ્ત્રીઓને કુઆણ પ્રકાયની ળતમ લગય શત કે
શતાની શભરકત ન ભાણરક ફનલાન શક ુાવ્મ.હશન્દ રગ્ન કામદા મજફ એક ર ને એકથી લધ
ત્ની યાખલા ય પ્રશતફુંધ ુાવ્મ.ુઅ એ ણફરથી ધાશભિકશલશધથી રગ્ન કયનાય સ્ત્રીઓને ુશધકાય
ભેલલા તેભજ રાબ ભેલલા ની તક ભી.હશન્દકડ ણફર ાછ ન શેત સ્ત્રીઓને સ્લતુંત્રતા
ુાલલાભાું ુઅલે ત જાશતપ્રથા ુુ નાબદ થળે.ુઅ ણફર એવ ું શત ું કે જેથી હશન્દ વભાજને જાશત
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ુને ણરિંગ ને કાયણે ુઈદબલેરી ુવભાનતા દય થામ.હશન્દકડ ણફરે સ્ત્રીઓ તરાક દ્વાયા રગ્ન શલચ્છે દને
એક ડકાય ુઅપ્મ છે જમાયે ફીજી ફાજ સ્ત્રીને રના ફધાજ ુન્મામ વશન કયલાભાુંથી મક્તત ુઅી
છે .રને એકથી લધ ત્ની યાખલા ય પ્રશતફુંધ રગાલી તેભની ુઆચ્છાઓ ય કાબ ભેવ્મ છે .સ્ત્રીને
ુઅત્ભશલશ્વાવ ુને સ્લતુંત્રતા ુાલી છે .સ્ત્રીને ર ની શભરકત ય ુશધકાય ુાલી ુઅશથિક યીતે વદ્ધય
કયી છે ુને યાધીનતા દૂ ય કયી છે . હશન્દકડ ણફરના વુંશલધાન ભાું વાય કયે રા કામદાઓ નીચે મજફ
છે .
 હશન્દ ભેયેજ એકટ 1955
 હશન્દ વતવેવન એકટ 1956
 હશન્દ ભનીટયીંગ એન્ડ ગાહડિમનળી એકટ 1956
 હશન્દ એડપ્વન એન્ડ ભેન્ટનન્વ એકટ 1956

વાયાુંળ:
ડૉ.આંફેડકય ાવે એક ખાવ ભાનલીમ દ્રષ્ષ્ટકણ શત.તેભના લાક્ય ુને ળબ્દભાું સ્ત્રીઓના શલકાવ
ભાટેની ઊંડી ણચિંતા ુને રાગણી શતી.સ્ત્રીઓ એ તેભને વાચા મક્તતદાતા ગણાવ્મા શતા.તેભન ું વભાજ શલળેન ું
સ્લપ્ન જાશતમ વભાનતા ુને ણરિંગબેદ અંગેન ું શત ું.તેભના શલચાય ભાત્ર સ્ત્રીઓનેજ નશી યું ત વભગ્ર
બાયતીમને ુઈમગી શતા.તેભના શલચાય વાભાજજક નુઃ ફુંધાયણ ભાટે ભશત્લના શતા.તેભણે સ્ત્રીઓના
ુશધકાય ભાટે વુંવદભાું હશન્દકડ ણફર વાય કયાવ્ય.ું તેભણે ુસ્ ૃસ્મતા,જાશતલાદ,સ્ત્રીઓને થતા ળણ ભાટે
વતત વુંઘમ કમો.તેભણે કહ્ ું કે દે ળના શલકાવ ભાટે રના શળક્ષણ જેટલ ું જ ભશત્લ સ્ત્રીઓના શળક્ષણ ભાટે
ુઅવ ું જુઇએ.તેભણે સ્ત્રી ુને ર ને વભાન ુશધકાય ભલા જુઇએ તે ફાફત ય બાય મક્ય.ભનસ્મ ૃશત
ગ્રુંથ જેણે ુન્મ લગમ ને શથી ણ શીન ુલસ્થા ભાું મ ૂકી દીધા શતા.ભનસ્મ ૃશતભાું સ્ત્રીઓને કુઆણ પ્રકાયની
ુઅઝાદી ુઅલાભાું ુઅલી ન શતી તેની જાશેયભાું શી કયી શતી.ુઅભ ડૉ ફાફાવાશેફ આંફેડકય ફુંધાયણ ના
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ઘડલૈમા, દણરત શદમ વમ્રાટ,વભાજ સધાયક,પ્રખ્માત શલચાયક ુને સ્ત્રી વળક્તતકયણ ના ભશવશા શતા.
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